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Hessian and concavity of mutual information,
differential entropy, and entropy power in linear
vector Gaussian channels
Miquel Payaro´ and Daniel P. Palomar
Abstract
Within the framework of linear vector Gaussian channels with arbitrary signaling, closed-form expressions for
the Jacobian of the minimum mean square error and Fisher information matrices with respect to arbitrary parameters
of the system are calculated in this paper. Capitalizing on prior research where the minimum mean square error
and Fisher information matrices were linked to information-theoretic quantities through differentiation, closed-form
expressions for the Hessian of the mutual information and the differential entropy are derived. These expressions are
then used to assess the concavity properties of mutual information and differential entropy under different channel
conditions and also to derive a multivariate version of the entropy power inequality due to Costa.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Closed-form expressions for the Hessian matrix of the mutual information with respect to arbitrary parameters
of the system are useful from a theoretical perspective but also from a practical standpoint. In system design, if
the mutual information is to be optimized through a gradient algorithm as in [1], the Hessian matrix may be used
alongside the gradient in the Newton’s method to speed up the convergence of the algorithm. Additionally, from a
system analysis perspective, the Hessian matrix can also complement the gradient in studying the sensitivity of the
mutual information to variations of the system parameters and, more importantly, in the cases where the mutual
information is concave with respect to the system design parameters, it can also be used to guarantee the global
optimality of a given design.
In this sense and within the framework of linear vector Gaussian channels with arbitrary signaling, the purpose
of this work is twofold. First, we find closed-form expressions for the Hessian matrix of the mutual information,
differential entropy and entropy power with respect to arbitrary parameters of the system and, second, we study the
concavity properties of these quantities. Both goals are intimately related since concavity can be assessed through the
negative definiteness of the Hessian matrix. As intermediate results of our study, we derive closed-form expressions
for the Jacobian of the minimum mean-square error (MMSE) and Fisher information matrices, which are interesting
results in their own right and contribute to the exploration of the fundamental links between information theory
and estimation theory.
Initial connections between information- and estimation-theoretic quantities for linear channels with additive
Gaussian noise date back from the late fifties: in the proof of Shannon’s entropy power inequality [2], Stam used
the fact that the derivative of the output differential entropy with respect to the added noise power is equal to the
Fisher information of the channel output and attributed this identity to De Bruijn. More than a decade later, the
links between both worlds strengthened when Duncan [3] and Kadota, Zakai, and Ziv [4] independently represented
mutual information as a function of the error in causal filtering.
Much more recently, in [5], Guo, Shamai, and Verdu´ fruitfully explored further these connections and, as their
main result, proved that the derivative of the mutual information (and differential entropy) with respect to the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is equal to half the MMSE regardless of the input statistics. The main result in [5] was
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Fig. 1. Simplified representation of the relations between the quantities dealt with in this work. The Jacobian, D, and Hessian, H, operators
represent first and second order differentiation, respectively.
generalized to the abstract Wiener space by Zakai in [6] and by Palomar and Verdu´ in two different directions: in
[1] they calculated the partial derivatives of the mutual information and differential entropy with respect to arbitrary
parameters of the system, rather than with respect to the SNR alone, and in [7] they represented the derivative of
mutual information as a function of the conditional marginal input given the output for channels where the noise
is not constrained to be Gaussian.
In this paper we build upon the setting of [1], where loosely speaking, it was proved that, for the linear vector
Gaussian channel
Y =GS +CN , (1)
i) the gradients of the differential entropy h(Y ) and the mutual information I(S;Y ) with respect to functions
of the linear transformation undergone by the input, G, are linear functions of the MMSE matrix ES and ii) the
gradient of the differential entropy h(Y ) with respect to the linear transformation undergone by the noise, C, are
linear functions of the Fisher information matrix, JY .
In this work, we show that the previous two key quantities ES and JY , which completely characterize the
first-order derivatives, are not enough to describe the second-order derivatives. For that purpose, we introduce
the more refined conditional MMSE matrix ΦS(y) and conditional Fisher information matrix ΓY (y) (note that
when these quantities are averaged with respect to the distribution of the output y, we recover ES = E {ΦS(Y )}
and JY = E {ΓY (Y )}). In particular, the second-order derivatives depend on ΦS(y) and ΓY (y) through the
following terms: E {ΦS(Y )⊗ΦS(Y )} and E {ΓY (Y )⊗ ΓY (Y )}. See Fig. 1 for a schematic representation of
these relations.
Analogous results to some of the expressions presented in this paper particularized to the scalar Gaussian channel
were simultaneously derived in [8], [9], where the second and third derivatives of the mutual information with respect
to the SNR were calculated.
As an application of the obtained expressions, we show concavity properties of the mutual information and the
differential entropy, derive a multivariate generalization of the entropy power inequality (EPI) due to Costa in [10].
Our multivariate EPI has already found an application in [11] to derive outer bounds on the capacity region in
multiuser channels with feedback.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the model for the linear vector Gaussian channel is given and
the differential entropy, mutual information, minimum mean-square error, and Fisher information quantities as well
as the relationships among them are introduced. The main results of the paper are given in Section III where we
present the expressions for the Jacobian matrix of the MMSE and Fisher information and also for the Hessian
matrix of the mutual information and differential entropy. In Section IV the concavity properties of the mutual
information are studied and in Section V a multivariate generalization of Costa’s EPI in [10] is given. Finally, an
extension to the complex-valued case of some of the obtained results is considered in Section VI.
Notation: Straight boldface denote multivariate quantities such as vectors (lowercase) and matrices (uppercase).
Uppercase italics denote random variables, and their realizations are represented by lowercase italics. The sets of
3q-dimensional symmetric, positive semidefinite, and positive definite matrices are denoted by Sq, Sq+, and S
q
++,
respectively. The elements of a matrix A are represented by Aij or [A]ij interchangeably, whereas the elements
of a vector a are represented by ai. The operator diag(A) represents a column vector with the diagonal entries of
matrix A, Diag(A) and Diag(a) represent a diagonal matrix whose non-zero elements are given by the diagonal
elements of matrix A and by the elements of vector a, respectively, and vecA represents the vector obtained by
stacking the columns of A. For symmetric matrices, vechA is obtained from vecA by eliminating the repeated
elements located above the main diagonal of A. The Kronecker matrix product is represented by A ⊗B and the
Schur (or Hadamard) element-wise matrix product is denoted by A◦B. The superscripts (·)T, (·)†, and (·)+, denote
transpose, Hermitian, and Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse operations, respectively. With a slight abuse of notation,
we consider that when square root or multiplicative inverse are applied to a vector, they act upon the entries of the
vector, we thus have
[√
a
]
i
=
√
ai and [1/a]i = 1/ai.
II. SIGNAL MODEL
We consider a general discrete-time linear vector Gaussian channel, whose output Y ∈ Rn is represented by the
following signal model
Y = GS +Z, (2)
where S ∈ Rm is the zero-mean channel input vector with covariance matrix RS, the matrix G ∈ Rn×m specifies
the linear transformation undergone by the input vector, and Z ∈ Rn represents a zero-mean Gaussian noise with
non-singular covariance matrix RZ.
The channel transition probability density function corresponding to the channel model in (2) is
PY |S(y|s) = PZ(y −Gs) =
1√
(2π)ndet (RZ)
exp
(
−1
2
(y −Gs)TR−1Z (y −Gs)
)
(3)
and the marginal probability density function of the output is given by1
PY (y) = E
{
PY |S(y|S)
}
, (4)
which is an infinitely differentiable continuous function of y regardless of the distribution of the input vector S
thanks to the smoothing properties of the added noise [10, Section II].
At some points, it may be convenient to define the random vector X = GS with covariance matrix given by
RX = GRSG
T and also express the noise vector as Z = CN , where C ∈ Rn×n′ , such that n′ ≥ n, and the
noise covariance matrix RZ = CRNCT has an inverse so that (3) is meaningful.
With this notation, PY |X(y|x) can be obtained by replacing Gs by x in (3) and the channel model (2) can be
alternatively rewritten as
Y = GS +CN =X +CN = GS +Z =X +Z. (5)
In the following subsections we describe the information- and estimation-theoretic quantities whose relations we
are interested in.
A. Differential entropy and mutual information
The differential entropy2 of the continuous random vector Y is defined as [12, Chapter 9]
h(Y ) = −E {logPY (Y )} . (6)
For the case where the distribution of Y assigns positive mass to one or more singletons in Rn, the above definition
is usually extended with h(Y ) = −∞.
For the linear vector Gaussian channel in (5), the input-output mutual information is [12, Chapter 10]
I(S;Y ) = h(Y )− h(Z)
= h(Y )− 1
2
logdet(2πeRZ) = h(Y )− 1
2
logdet
(
2πeCRNC
T
)
.
(7)
1We highlight that in every expression involving integrals, expectation operators, or even a density we should include the statement if it
exists.
2Throughout this paper we work with natural logarithms and thus nats are used as information units.
4B. MMSE matrix
We consider the estimation of the input signal S based on the observation of a realization of the output Y = y.
The mean square error (MSE) matrix of an estimate Ŝ(y) of the input S given the realization of the output Y = y
is defined as E
{
(S − Ŝ(Y ))(S − Ŝ(Y ))T} and it gives us a description of the performance of the estimator.
The estimator that simultaneously achieves the minimum MSE for all the components of the estimation error
vector is given by the conditional mean estimator Ŝ(y) = E {S |y} and the corresponding MSE matrix, referred
to as the MMSE matrix, is
ES = E
{
(S − E {S |Y })(S − E {S |Y })T}. (8)
An alternative and useful expression for the MMSE matrix can be obtained by considering first the MMSE matrix
conditioned on a specific realization of the output Y = y, which is denoted by ΦS(y) and defined as:
ΦS(y) = E
{
(S − E {S|y})(S − E {S|y})T ∣∣ y}. (9)
Observe from (9) that ΦS(y) is a positive semidefinite matrix. Finally, the MMSE matrix in (8) can be obtained
by taking the expectation in (9) with respect to the distribution of the output:
ES = E {ΦS(Y )} . (10)
C. Fisher information matrix
Besides the MMSE matrix, another quantity that is closely related to the differential entropy is the Fisher
information matrix with respect to a translation parameter, which is a special case of the Fisher information matrix
[13]. The Fisher information is a measure of the minimum error in estimating a parameter of a distribution and is
closely related to the Crame´r-Rao lower bound [14].
For an arbitrary random vector Y , the Fisher information matrix with respect to a translation parameter is defined
as
JY = E
{
DTy logPY (Y )DylogPY (Y )
}
, (11)
where D is the Jacobian operator. This operator together with the Hessian operator, H, and other definitions and
conventions used for differentiation with respect to multidimensional parameters are described in Appendices A
and B.
The expression of the Fisher information in (11) in terms of the Jacobian of logPY (y) can be transformed into
an expression in terms of its Hessian matrix, thanks to the logarithmic identity
HylogPY (y) =
HyPY (y)
PY (y)
− DTy logPY (y)DylogPY (y) (12)
together with the fact that E
{
HyPY (Y )/PY (Y )
}
=
∫
HyPY (y) dy = 0, which follows directly from the
expression for HyPY (y) in (154) in Appendix C. The alternative expression for the Fisher information matrix
in terms of the Hessian is then
JY = −E {HylogPY (Y )} . (13)
Similarly to the previous section with the MMSE matrix, it will be useful to define a conditional form of the
Fisher information matrix ΓY (y), in such a way that JY = E {ΓY (Y )}. At this point, it may not be clear which
of the two forms (11) or (13) will be more useful for the rest of the paper; we advance that defining ΓY (y) based
on (13) will prove more convenient:
ΓY (y) = −HylogPY (y) = R−1Z −R−1Z ΦX(y)R−1Z , (14)
where the second equality is proved in Lemma C.4 in Appendix C3 and where we have ΦX(y) = GΦS(y)GT.
3Note that the lemmas placed in the appendices have a prefix indicating the appendix where they belong to ease its localization. From
this point we will omit the explicit reference to the appendix.
5D. Prior known relations among information- and estimation-theoretic quantities
The first known relation between the above described quantities is the De Bruijn identity [2] (see also the
alternative derivation in [5]), which couples the Fisher information with the differential entropy according to
d
dt
h
(
X +
√
tZ
)
=
1
2
TrJY , (15)
where, in this case Y =X +
√
tZ. A multivariate extension of the De Bruijn identity was found in [1] as
∇Ch(X +CN) = JYCRN . (16)
In [5], the more canonical operational measures of mutual information and MMSE were coupled through the
identity
d
dsnr
I
(
S;
√
snrS +Z
)
=
1
2
TrES. (17)
This result was generalized in [1] to the multivariate case, yielding
∇GI(S;GS +Z) = R−1Z GES. (18)
Note that the simple dependence of mutual information on differential entropy established in (7), implies that
∇GI(S;GS +Z) = ∇Gh(GS +Z).
From these previous existing results, we realize that the output differential entropy function h(GS + CN ) is
related to the MMSE matrix ES through differentiation with respect to the transformation G undergone by the
signal S (see (18)) and is related to the Fisher information matrix JY through differentiation with respect to the
transformation C undergone by the Gaussian noise N (see (16)). This is illustrated in Fig. 1. A comprehensive
account of other relations can be found in [5].
Since we are interested in calculating the Hessian matrix of differential entropy and mutual information quantities,
in the light of the results in (16) and (18), it is instrumental to first calculate the Jacobian matrix of the MMSE
and Fisher information matrices, as considered in the next section.
III. JACOBIAN AND HESSIAN RESULTS
In order to derive the Hessian of the differential entropy and the mutual information, we start by obtaining the
Jacobians of the Fisher information matrix and the MMSE matrix.
A. Jacobian of the Fisher information matrix
As a warm-up, consider first the signal model in (5) with Gaussian signaling, Y G = XG +CN . In this case,
the conditional Fisher information matrix defined in (14) does not depend on the realization of the received vector
y and is (e.g., [14, Appendix 3C])
ΓY G = (RXG +RZ)
−1 =
(
RXG +CRNC
T
)−1
. (19)
Consequently, we have that JYG = E {ΓY G} = ΓY G .
The Jacobian matrix of the Fisher information matrix with respect to the noise transformation C can be readily
obtained as
DCJYG = DRZJYG · DCRZ = DRZ (RXG +RZ)−1 · DCCRNCT (20)
= −D+n (JYG ⊗ JYG )Dn · 2D+n (CRN ⊗ In) (21)
= −2D+n (JYG ⊗ JYG ) (CRN ⊗ In) (22)
= −2D+nE {ΓY G ⊗ ΓY G} (CRN ⊗ In) , (23)
where (20) follows from the Jacobian chain rule in Lemma B.5; in (21) we have applied Lemmas B.7.6 and B.7.7
with D+n being the Moore-Penrose inverse of the duplication matrix Dn defined in Appendix A4; and finally (22)
4The matrix Dn appears in (23) and in many successive expressions because we are explicitly taking into account the fact that JY is a
symmetric matrix. The reader is referred to Appendices A and B for more details on the conventions used in this paper.
6follows from the facts that DnD+n = Nn, D+nNn = D+n, and (A⊗A)Nn = Nn(A⊗A), which are given in (132)
and (129) in Appendix A, respectively.
In the following theorem we generalize (23) for the case of arbitrary signaling.
Theorem 1 (Jacobian of the Fisher information matrix): Consider the signal model Y = X + CN , where C
is an arbitrary deterministic matrix, the signaling X is arbitrarily distributed, and the noise vector N is Gaussian
and independent of the input X . Then, the Jacobian of the Fisher information matrix of the n-dimensional output
vector Y is
DCJY = −2D+nE {ΓY (Y )⊗ ΓY (Y )} (CRN ⊗ In), (24)
where ΓY (y) is defined in (14).
Proof: Since JY is a symmetric matrix, its Jacobian can be written as
DCJY = DCvechJY (25)
= DCD
+
nvecJY (26)
= D+nDCvecJY (27)
= D+n(−2NnE {ΓY (Y )CRN ⊗ ΓY (Y )}) (28)
= −2D+nE {ΓY (Y )⊗ ΓY (Y )} (CRN ⊗ In), (29)
where (26) follows from (131) in Appendix A and (27) follows from Lemma B.7.2. The expression for DCvecJY
is derived in Appendix D, which yields (28) and (29) follows from Lemma A.3 and D+nNn = D+n as detailed in
Appendix A.
Remark 1: Due to the fact that, in general, the conditional Fisher information matrix ΓY (y) does depend on the
particular value of the observation y, it is not possible to express the expectation of the Kronecker product as the
Kronecker product of the expectations, as in (22) for the Gaussian signaling case, where ΓY G does not depend on
the particular value of the observation y.
B. Jacobian of the MMSE matrix
Again, as a warm-up, before dealing with the arbitrary signaling case we consider first the signal model in (5)
with Gaussian signaling, Y G = GSG + Z, and study the properties of the conditional MMSE matrix, ΦS(y),
which does not depend on the particular realization of the observed vector y. Precisely, we have [14, Chapter 11]
ΦSG =
(
R−1S +G
TR−1Z G
)−1 (30)
and thus ESG = E {ΦSG} = ΦSG .
Following similar steps as in (20)-(23) for the Fisher information matrix, the Jacobian matrix of the MMSE
matrix with respect to the signal transformation G can be readily obtained as
DGESG = −2D+mE {ΦSG ⊗ΦSG}
(
Im ⊗GTR−1Z
)
, (31)
Note that the expression in (31) for the Jacobian of the MMSE matrix has a very similar structure as the Jacobian
for the Fisher information matrix in (23). The following theorem formalizes the fact that the Gaussian assumption
is unnecessary for (31) to hold.
Theorem 2 (Jacobian of the MMSE matrix): Consider the signal model Y = GS +Z, where G is an arbitrary
deterministic matrix, the m-dimensional signaling S is arbitrarily distributed, and the noise vector Z is Gaussian
and independent of the input S. Then, the Jacobian of the MMSE matrix of the input vector S is
DGES = −2D+mE {ΦS(Y )⊗ΦS(Y )}
(
Im ⊗GTR−1Z
)
, (32)
where ΦS(y) is defined in (9).
Proof: The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 1 with the appropriate notation adaptation. The calculation
of DGvecES can be found in Appendix E.
Remark 2: In light of the two results in Theorems 1 and 2, it is now apparent that ΓY (y) plays an analogous role
in the differentiation of the Fisher information matrix as the one played by the conditional MMSE matrix ΦS(y)
when differentiating the MMSE matrix, which justifies the choice made in Section II-C of identifying ΓY (y) with
the expression in (13) and not with the expression in (11).
7C. Jacobians with respect to arbitrary parameters
With the basic results for the Jacobian of the MMSE and Fisher information matrices in Theorems 1 and 2, one can
easily find the Jacobian with respect to arbitrary parameters of the system through the chain rule for differentiation
(see Lemma B.5). Precisely, we are interested in considering the case where the linear transformation undergone by
the signal is decomposed as the product of two linear transformations, G = HP, where H represents the channel,
which is externally determined by the propagation environment conditions, and P represents the linear precoder,
which is specified by the system designer.
Theorem 3 (Jacobians with respect to arbitrary parameters): Consider the signal model Y = HPS + CN ,
where H ∈ Rn×p, P ∈ Rp×m, and C ∈ Rn×n′ , with n′ ≥ n, are arbitrary deterministic matrices, the signaling
S ∈ Rm is arbitrarily distributed, the noise N ∈ Rn is Gaussian, independent of the input S, and has covariance
matrix RN , and the total noise, defined as Z = CN ∈ Rn, has a positive definite covariance matrix given by
RZ = CRNC
T
. Then, the MMSE and Fisher information matrices satisfy
DPES = −2D+mE {ΦS(Y )⊗ΦS(Y )}
(
Im ⊗PTHTR−1Z H
) (33)
DHES = −2D+mE {ΦS(Y )⊗ΦS(Y )}
(
PT ⊗PTHTR−1Z
) (34)
DRZJY = −D+nE {ΓY (Y )⊗ ΓY (Y )}Dn (35)
DRNJY = −D+nE {ΓY (Y )⊗ ΓY (Y )} (C⊗C)Dn′ . (36)
Proof: The Jacobians DPES and DHES follow from the Jacobian DGES calculated in Theorem 2 applying
the following chain rules (from Lemma B.5):
DPES = DGES · DPG (37)
DHES = DGES · DHG, (38)
where G =HP and where DPG = Im ⊗H and DHG = PT ⊗ In can be found in Lemma B.7.1.
Similarly, the Jacobian DRZJY can be calculated by applying
DCJY = DRZJY · DCRZ, (39)
where DCRZ = 2D+n(CRN ⊗ In) as in Lemma B.7.7. Recalling that, in this case, the matrix C is a dummy
variable that is used only to obtain DRZJY through the chain rule, the factor (CRN ⊗ In) can be eliminated from
both sides of the equation. Using D+nDn = In, the result follows.
Finally, the Jacobian DRNJY follows from the chain rule
DRNJY = DRZJY · DRNRZ = DRZJY ·D+n(C⊗C)Dn′ , (40)
where the expression for DRNRZ is obtained from Lemma B.7.3 and where we have used that D+n(A⊗A)DnD+n =
D+n(A⊗A)Nn = D+nNn(A⊗A) = D+n(A⊗A).
D. Hessian of differential entropy and mutual information
Now that we have obtained the Jacobians of the MMSE and Fisher matrices, we will capitalize on the results
in [1] to obtain the Hessians of the mutual information I(S;Y ) and the differential entropy h(Y ). We start by
recalling the results that will be used.
Lemma 1 (Differential entropy Jacobians [1]): Consider the setting of Theorem 3. Then, the differential entropy
of the output vector Y , h(Y ), satisfies
DPh(Y ) = vec
T
(
HTR−1Z HPES
) (41)
DHh(Y ) = vec
T
(
R−1Z HPESP
T
) (42)
DCh(Y ) = vec
T
(
JYCRN
) (43)
DRZh(Y ) =
1
2
vecT
(
JY
)
Dn (44)
DRNh(Y ) =
1
2
vecT
(
CTJYC
)
Dn′ . (45)
8Remark 3: Note that in [1] the authors gave the expressions (41) and (42) for the mutual information. Recalling
the simple relation (7) between mutual information and differential entropy for the linear vector Gaussian channel, it
becomes easy to see that (41) and (42) are also valid by replacing the differential entropy by the mutual information
because the differential entropy of the noise vector is independent of P and H.
Remark 4: Alternatively, the expressions (43), (44), and (45) do not hold verbatim for the mutual information
because, in that case, the differential entropy of the noise vector does depend on C, RZ, and RN and it has to be
taken into account. Then, from (7) and applying basic Jacobian results from [15, Chapter 9], we have
DCI(S;Y ) = DCh(Y )− vecT
((
CRNC
T
)−1
CRN
)
(46)
DRZI(S;Y ) = DRZh(Y )−
1
2
vecT
(
R−1Z
)
Dn (47)
DRN I(S;Y ) = DRNh(Y )−
1
2
vecT
(
CT(CRNC
T)−1C
)
Dn′ . (48)
With Lemma 1 at hand, and the expressions obtained in the previous section for the Jacobian matrices of the
Fisher information and the MMSE matrices, we are ready to calculate the Hessian matrix with respect to all the
parameters of interest.
Theorem 4 (Differential entropy Hessians): Consider the setting of Theorem 3. Then, the differential entropy of
the output vector Y , h(Y ), satisfies
HPh(Y ) =
(
ES ⊗HTR−1Z H
)− 2(Im ⊗HTR−1Z HP)NmE {ΦS(Y )⊗ΦS(Y )} (Im ⊗PTHTR−1Z H)
HHh(Y ) =
(
PESP
T ⊗R−1Z
)− 2(P⊗R−1Z HP)NmE {ΦS(Y )⊗ΦS(Y )} (PT ⊗PTHTR−1Z )
=
(
EPS ⊗R−1Z
)− 2(Ip ⊗R−1Z H)NpE {ΦPS(Y )⊗ΦPS(Y )} (Ip ⊗HTR−1Z ) (49)
HCh(Y ) = (RN ⊗ JY )− 2(RNCT ⊗ In)NnE {ΓY (Y )⊗ ΓY (Y )} (CRN ⊗ In) (50)
HRZh(Y ) = −
1
2
DTnE {ΓY (Y )⊗ ΓY (Y )}Dn (51)
HRNh(Y ) = −
1
2
DTn′(C
T ⊗CT)E {ΓY (Y )⊗ ΓY (Y )} (C ⊗C)Dn′ . (52)
Proof: See Appendix F.
Remark 5: The Hessian results in Theorem 4 are given for the differential entropy. The Hessian matrices for
the mutual information can be found straightforwardly from (7) and Remarks 3 and 4 as HPI(S;Y ) = HPh(Y ),
HHI(S;Y ) = HHh(Y ), and
HCI(S;Y ) = HCh(Y ) + 2(RNC
T ⊗ In)Nn
(
(CRNC
T)−1 ⊗ (CRNCT)−1
)
(CRN ⊗ In)
−RN ⊗ (CRNCT)−1 (53)
HRZI(S;Y ) = HRZh(Y ) +
1
2
DTn(R
−1
Z ⊗R−1Z )Dn (54)
HRN I(S;Y ) = HRNh(Y ) +
1
2
DTn′
(
(CT(CRNC
T)−1C)⊗ (CT(CRNCT)−1C)
)
Dn′ . (55)
E. Hessian of mutual information with respect to the transmitted signal covariance
While in the previous sections we have obtained expressions for the Jacobian of the MMSE and the Hessian of
the mutual information and differential entropy with respect to the noise covariances RZ and RN among others,
we have purposely avoided calculating these Jacobian and Hessian matrices with respect to covariance matrices of
the signal such as the squared precoder QP = PPT, the transmitted signal covariance Q = PRSPT, or the input
signal covariance RS.
The reason is that, in general, the mutual information, the differential entropy, and the MMSE are not functions
of QP, Q, or RS alone. It can be seen, for example, by noting that, given QP, the corresponding precoder matrix
P is specified up to an arbitrary orthonormal transformation, as both P and PV, with V being orthonormal, yield
the same squared precoder QP. Now, it is easy to see that the two precoders P and PV need not yield the same
mutual information, and, thus, the mutual information is not well defined as a function of QP alone because the
9mutual information can not be uniquely determined from QP. The same reasoning applies to the differential entropy
and the MMSE matrix.
There are, however, some particular cases where the quantities of mutual information and differential entropy
are indeed functions of QP, Q, or RS. We have, for example, the particular case where the signaling is Gaussian,
S = SG . In this case, the mutual information is given by
I(SG;Y G) =
1
2
logdet(In +R
−1
Z HPRSP
THT), (56)
which is, of course, a function of the transmitted signal covariance Q = PRSPT, a function of the input signal
covariance RS, and also a function of the squared precoder QP = PPT when RS = Im.
Upon direct differentiation with respect to, e.g., Q we obtain [15, Chapter 9]
DQI(SG ;Y G) =
1
2
vecT
(
HTR−1Z H(Ip +QH
TR−1Z H)
−1
)
Dp, (57)
which, after some algebra, agrees with the result in [1, Theorem 2, Eq. (23)] adapted to our notation,
DQI(SG ;Y G) =
1
2
vecT
(
HTR−1Z HPESGR
−1
S P
−1
)
Dp, (58)
where, for the sake of simplicity, we have assumed that the inverses of P and RS exist and where the MMSE
is given by ESG = (R−1S + PTHTR
−1
Z HP)
−1
. Note now that the MMSE matrix is not a function of Q and,
consequently, it cannot be used to derive the Hessian of the mutual information with respect to Q as we have
done in Section III-D for other variables such as P or C. Therefore, the Hessian of the mutual information for the
Gaussian signaling case has to be obtained by direct differentiation of the expression in (57) with respect to Q,
yielding [15, Chapter 10]
HQI(SG ;Y G) =
1
2
DTp
((
(Ip +H
TR−1Z HQ)
−1HTR−1Z H
)⊗ (HTR−1Z H(Ip +HTR−1Z HQ)−1))Dp. (59)
Another particular case where the mutual information is a function of the transmit covariance matrices is in the
low-SNR regime [16]. Assuming that RZ = N0I, Prelov and Verdu´ showed that [16, Theorem 3]
I(S;Y ) =
1
2N0
Tr
(
HPRSP
THT
)− 1
4N20
Tr
((
HPRSP
THT
)2)
+ o
(
N−20
)
, (60)
where the dependence (up to terms o(N−20 )) of the mutual information with respect to Q = PRSPT is explicitly
shown. The Jacobian and Hessian of the mutual information, for this particular case become [15, Chapters 9 and
10]:
DQI(S;Y ) =
1
2N0
vecT
(
HTH
)
Dp − 1
2N20
vecT
(
HTHQHTH
)
Dp + o
(
N−20
) (61)
HQI(S;Y ) = − 1
2N20
DTp
(
HTH⊗HTH)Dp + o(N−20 ). (62)
Even though we have shown two particular cases where the mutual information is a function of the transmitted
signal covariance matrix Q = PRSPT, it is important to highlight that care must be taken when calculating the
Jacobian matrix of the MMSE and the Hessian matrix of the mutual information or differential entropy as, in
general, these quantities are not functions of QP, Q, nor RS. In this sense, the results in [1, Theorem 2, Eqs.
(23), (24), (25); Corollary 2, Eq. (49); Theorem 4, Eq. (56)] only make sense when the mutual information is well
defined as a function of the signal covariance matrix (such as the cases seen above where the signaling is Gaussian
or the SNR is low).
IV. MUTUAL INFORMATION CONCAVITY RESULTS
As we have mentioned in the introduction, studying the concavity of the mutual information with respect to
design parameters of the system is important from both analysis and design perspectives.
The first candidate as a system parameter of interest that naturally arises is the precoder matrix P in the signal
model Y = HPS+Z. However, one realizes from the expression HPI(S;Y ) in Remark 5 of Theorem 4, that for
a sufficiently small P the Hessian is approximately HPI(S;Y ) ≈ ES ⊗HTR−1Z H, which, from Lemma G.3 is
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positive definite and, consequently, the mutual information is not concave in P (actually, it is convex). Numerical
computations show that the non-concavity of the mutual information with respect to P also holds for non-small P.
The next candidate is the transmitted signal covariance matrix Q, which, at first sight, is better suited than the
precoder P as it is well known that, for the Gaussian signaling case, the mutual information as in (56) is a concave
function of the transmitted signal covariance Q. Similarly, in the low SNR regime we have that, from (62), the
mutual information is also a concave function with respect to Q.
Since in this work we are interested in the properties of the mutual information for all the SNR range and for
arbitrary signaling, we wish to study if the above results can be generalized. Unfortunately, as discussed in the
previous section, the first difference of the general case with respect to the particular cases of Gaussian signaling
and low SNR is that the mutual information is not well defined as a function of the transmitted signal covariance
Q only.
Having discarded the concavity of the mutual information with respect to P and Q, in the following subsections
we study the concavity of the mutual information with respect to other parameters of the system.
For the sake of notation we define the channel covariance matrix as RH = HTR−1Z H, which will be used in
the remainder of the paper.
A. The scalar case: concavity in the SNR
The concavity of the mutual information with respect to the SNR for arbitrary input distributions can be derived
as a corollary from Costa’s results in [10], where he proved the concavity of the entropy power of a random
variable consisting of the sum of a signal and Gaussian noise with respect to the power of the signal. As a direct
consequence, the concavity of the entropy power implies the concavity of the mutual information in the signal
power, or, equivalently, in the SNR.
In this section, we give an explicit expression of the Hessian of the mutual information with respect to the SNR,
which was previously unavailable for vector Gaussian channels.
Corollary 1 (Mutual information Hessian with respect to the SNR): Consider the signal model Y = √snrHS+Z,
with snr > 0 and where all the terms are defined as in Theorem 3. Then,
HsnrI (S;Y ) =
d2I (S;Y )
dsnr2
= −1
2
TrE
{
(RHΦS(Y ))
2}. (63)
Moreover, HsnrI (S;Y ) ≤ 0 for all snr, which implies that the mutual information is a concave function with
respect to snr.
Proof: First, we consider the result in [1, Corollary 1],
DsnrI (S;Y ) =
1
2
TrRHES. (64)
Now, we only need to choose P =
√
snrIp, which implies m = p, and apply the results in Theorem 4 and the
chain rule in Lemma B.5 to obtain
HsnrI (S;Y ) =
1
2
DsnrTrRHES (65)
=
1
2
DESTrRHES · DPES · DsnrP (66)
=
1
2
vecT(RH)Dp(−2D+pE {ΦS(Y )⊗ΦS(Y )} (Ip ⊗
√
snrRH))
1
2
√
snr
vecIp (67)
= −1
2
vecT(RH)E {ΦS(Y )⊗ΦS(Y )} vecRH, (68)
where in last equality we have used Lemma A.4, the equality DpD+p = Np, and the fact that, for symmetric
matrices, vecT(RH)Np = vecTRH as in (128) in Appendix A.
From the expression in (68), it readily follows that the mutual information is a concave function of the snr
parameter because, from Lemma G.3 we have that ΦS(y)⊗ΦS(y) ≥ 0, ∀y, and, consequently, HsnrI (S;Y ) ≤ 0.
Finally, applying again Lemma A.4 and vecTAvecB = TrATB, the expression for the Hessian in the corollary
follows.
Remark 6: Observe that (63) agrees with [9, Prp. 5] for scalar Gaussian channels.
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We now wonder if the concavity result in Corollary 1 can be extended to more general quantities than the
scalar SNR. In the following section we study the concavity of the mutual information with respect to the squared
singular values of the precoder for the simple case where the left singular vectors of the precoder coincide with the
eigenvectors of the channel covariance matrix RH, which is commonly referred to as the case where the precoder
diagonalizes the channel.
B. Concavity in the squared singular values of the precoder when the precoder diagonalizes the channel
Consider the eigendecomposition of the p× p channel covariance matrix RH = UHDiag(σ)UTH, where UH ∈
Rp×p is an orthonormal matrix and the vector σ ∈ Rp contains non-negative entries in decreasing order. Note that
in the case where rank(RH) = p′ < p, the last p− rank(RH) elements of the vector σ are zero.
Let us now consider the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the p×m precoder matrixP = UPDiag
(√
λ
)
VTP.
For the case where m ≥ p, we have that UP ∈ Rp×p is an orthonormal matrix, the vector λ is p-dimensional,
and the matrix VP ∈ Rm×p contains orthonormal columns such that VTPVP = Ip. For the case m < p, the
matrix UP ∈ Rp×m contains orthonormal columns such that UTPUP = Im, the vector λ is m-dimensional, and
VP ∈ Rm×m is an orthonormal matrix.
In the following theorem we assume m ≥ p for the sake of simplicity, and we characterize the concavity properties
of the mutual information with respect to the entries of the squared singular values vector λ for the particular case
where the left singular vectors of the precoder coincide with the eigenvectors of the channel covariance matrix,
UP = UH. The result for the case m < p is stated after the following theorem, and is left without proof because
it follows similar steps.
Theorem 5 (Mutual information Hessian with respect to the squared singular values of the precoder): Consider
Y = HPS +Z, where all the terms are defined as in Theorem 3, for the particular case where the eigenvectors
of the channel covariance matrix RH and the left singular vectors of the precoder P ∈ Rp×m coincide, i.e.,
UP = UH, and where we have m ≥ p. Then, the Hessian of the mutual information with respect to the squared
singular values of the precoder λ is:
HλI(S;Y ) = −1
2
Diag(σ)E
{
ΦVT
P
S(Y ) ◦ΦVT
P
S(Y )
}
Diag(σ), (69)
where we recall that A ◦B denotes the Schur (or Hadamard) product. Moreover, the Hessian matrix HλI(S;Y )
is negative semidefinite, which implies that the mutual information is a concave function of the squared singular
values of the precoder.
Proof: The Hessian of the mutual information HλI (S;Y ) can be obtained from the Hessian chain rule in
Lemma B.5 as
HλI (S;Y ) = D
T
λP HPI (S;Y )DλP+ (DPI (S;Y )⊗ Ip)HλP. (70)
Now we need to calculate DλP and HλP. The expression for DλP follows as
DλP = Dλvec
(
UHDiag
(√
λ
)
VTP
) (71)
= (VP ⊗UH)DλvecDiag
(√
λ
) (72)
=
1
2
(VP ⊗UH)Sp
(
Diag
(√
λ
))−1
, (73)
where, in (72), we have used Lemmas A.4 and B.7.2 and where the last step follows from
[DλvecDiag
(√
λ
)
]i+(j−1)p,k =
∂
∂λk
(√
λiδij
)
=
1
2
√
λk
δijδik, {i, j, k} ∈ [1, p], (74)
and recalling the definition of the reduction matrix Sp in (133), [Sp]i+(j−1)p,k = δijδik.
Following steps similar to the derivation of DλP, the Hessian matrix HλP is obtained according to
HλP = Dλ(D
T
λP) =
1
2
Dλ
((
Diag
(√
λ
))−1
STp (V
T
P ⊗UTH)
) (75)
=
1
2
((VP ⊗UH)Sp ⊗ Ip)Dλ
(
Diag
(√
λ
))−1 (76)
= −1
4
((VP ⊗UH)Sp ⊗ Ip)Sp
(
Diag
(√
λ
))−3
. (77)
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Plugging (73) and (77) in (70) and operating together with the expressions for the Jacobian matrix DPI (S;Y )
and the Hessian matrix HPI (S;Y ) given in Remark 3 of Lemma 1 and in Remark 5 of Theorem 4, respectively,
we obtain
HλI(S;Y ) =
1
4
(
Diag
(√
λ
))−1
STp
(
EVT
P
S ⊗Diag(σ)− 2
(
Ip ⊗Diag
(
σ ◦
√
λ
))
Np
E
{
VTPΦS(Y )VP ⊗VTPΦS(Y )VP
}(
Ip ⊗Diag
(
σ ◦
√
λ
)))
Sp
(
Diag
(√
λ
))−1
− 1
4
(
vecT
(
Diag
(
σ ◦
√
λ
)
EVT
P
S
)
Sp ⊗ Ip
)
Sp
(
Diag
(√
λ
))−3
,
(78)
where it can be noted that the dependence of HλI(S;Y ) on UH has disappeared.
Now, applying Lemma A.2 the first term in last equation becomes(
Diag
(√
λ
))−1
STp
(
EVT
P
S ⊗Diag(σ)
)
Sp
(
Diag
(√
λ
))−1
=
(
Diag
(√
λ
))−1(
EVT
P
S ◦Diag(σ)
)(
Diag
(√
λ
))−1 (79)
= EVT
P
S ◦Diag(σ ◦ (1/λ)), (80)
whereas the third term in (78) can be expressed as(
vecT
(
Diag
(
σ ◦
√
λ
)
EVT
P
S
)
Sp ⊗ Im
)
Sp
(
Diag
(√
λ
))−3
= Diag
(
Diag
(
σ ◦
√
λ
)
EVT
P
S
)(
Diag
(√
λ
))−3 (81)
= EVT
P
S ◦Diag(σ ◦ (1/λ)), (82)
where in (81) we have used that, for any square matrix A ∈ Rp×p,
[vecT(A)Sp]k =
p∑
i,j=1
Aijδijδik = Akk (83)
[(diag(A)T ⊗ Ip)Sp]kl =
p∑
i,j
Ajjδkiδijδil = Allδkl. (84)
Now, from (80) and (82) we see that the first and third terms in (78) cancel out and, recalling thatVTPΦS(Y )VP =
ΦVT
P
S(Y ), the expression for the Hessian matrix HλI(S;Y ) simplifies to
HλI(S;Y ) =− 1
4
(
Diag
(√
λ
))−1
E
{
ΦVT
P
S(Y ) ◦Diag
(
σ ◦
√
λ
)
ΦVT
P
S(Y )Diag
(
σ ◦
√
λ
)
+Diag
(
σ ◦
√
λ
)
ΦVT
P
S(Y ) ◦ΦVT
P
S(Y )Diag
(
σ ◦
√
λ
)}(
Diag
(√
λ
))−1
,
(85)
where we have applied Lemma A.2 and have taken into account that
2
(
Ip ⊗Diag
(
σ ◦
√
λ
))
Np =
(
Ip ⊗Diag
(
σ ◦
√
λ
))
+Kp
(
Diag
(
σ ◦
√
λ
)⊗ Ip)), (86)
together with STpKp = STp . Now, from simple inspection of the expression in (85) and recalling the properties of
the Schur product, the desired result follows.
Remark 7: Observe from the expression for the Hessian in (69) that for the case where the channel covariance
matrix RH is rank deficient, rank(RH) = p′ < p, the last p − p′ entries of the vector σ are zero, which implies
that the last p− p′ rows and columns of the Hessian matrix are also zero.
Remark 8: For the case where m < p, note that the matrix UP ∈ Rp×m with the left singular vectors of the
precoder P is not square. We thus consider that it contains the m eigenvectors in UH associated with the m largest
eigenvalues of RH. In this case, the Hessian matrix of the mutual information with respect to the squared singular
values λ ∈ Rm is also negative semidefinite and its expression becomes
HλI(S;Y ) = −1
2
Diag(σ˜)E
{
ΦVT
P
S(Y ) ◦ΦVT
P
S(Y )
}
Diag(σ˜), (87)
where we have defined σ˜ = (σ1σ2 . . . σm)T and where we recall that, in this case, VP ∈ Rm×m.
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We now recover a result obtained in [17] were it was proved that the mutual information is concave in the power
allocation for the case of parallel channels. Note, however, that [17] considered independence of the elements in
the signaling vector S, whereas the following result shows that it is not necessary.
Corollary 2 (Mutual information concavity with respect to the power allocation in parallel channels): Particu-
larizing Theorem 5 for the case where the channel H, the precoder P, and the noise covariance RZ are diagonal
matrices, which implies that UP = UH = Ip, it follows that the mutual information is a concave function with
respect to the power allocation for parallel non-interacting channels for an arbitrary distribution of the signaling
vector S.
C. General negative results
In the previous section we have proved that the mutual information is a concave function of the squared singular
values of the precoder matrix P for the case where the left singular vectors of the precoder P coincide with the
eigenvectors of the channel correlation matrix, RH. For the general case where these vectors do not coincide, the
mutual information is not a concave function of the squared singular values of the precoder. This fact is formally
established in the following theorem through a counterexample.
Theorem 6 (General non-concavity of the mutual information): Consider Y = HPS + Z, where all the terms
are defined as in Theorem 3. It then follows that, in general, the mutual information is not a concave function with
respect to the squared singular values of the precoder λ.
Proof: We present a simple two-dimensional counterexample. Assume that the noise is white RZ = I2 and
consider the following channel matrix and precoder structure
Hce =
(
1 β
β 1
)
, Pce = Diag
(√
λ
)
=
( √
λ1 0
0
√
λ2
)
, (88)
where β ∈ (0, 1] and assume that the distribution for the signal vector S has two equally likely mass points at the
following positions
s(1) =
(
2
0
)
, s(2) =
(
0
2
)
. (89)
Accordingly, we define the noiseless received vector as r(k) = HcePces(k), for k = {1, 2}, which yields
r(1) = 2
( √
λ1
β
√
λ1
)
, r(2) = 2
(
β
√
λ2√
λ2
)
. (90)
We now define the mutual information for this counterexample as
Ice(λ1, λ2, β) = I(S;HcePceS +W ). (91)
Since there are only two possible signals to be transmitted, s(1) and s(2), it is clear that 0 ≤ Ice ≤ log2. Moreover we
will use the fact that, as RZ = I2, the mutual information is an increasing function of the squared distance of the two
only possible received vectors d2(λ1, λ2, β) = ‖r(1)−r(2)‖2, which is denoted by Ice(λ1, λ2, β) = f
(
d2(λ1, λ2, β)
)
,
where f is an increasing function.
For a fixed β, we want to study the concavity of Ice(λ1, λ2, β) with respect to (λ1, λ2). In order to do so, we
restrict ourselves to the study of concavity along straight lines of the type λ1 + λ2 = ρ, with ρ > 0, which is
sufficient to disprove the concavity.
Given three aligned points, such that the point in between is at the same distance of the other two, if a function
is concave in (λ1, λ2) it means that the average of the function evaluated at the two extreme points is smaller
than or equal to the function evaluated at the midpoint. Consequently, concavity can be disproved by finding three
aligned points, such that the aforementioned concavity property is violated.
Our three aligned points will be (ρ, 0), (0, ρ), and (ρ/2, ρ/2) and instead of working with the mutual information
we will work with the squared distance among the received points because closed form expressions are available.
Operating with the received vectors and recalling that β ∈ (0, 1], we can easily obtain
d2(ρ, 0, β) = d2(0, ρ, β) = 4ρ(1 + β2) > 4ρ (92)
d2(ρ/2, ρ/2, β) = 4ρ(1 − β)2 < 4ρ. (93)
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the mutual information Ice(λ1, λ2, β) in the counterexample for different values of the channel parameter
β along the line λ1 + λ2 = ρ = 10. It can be readily seen that, except for the case β = 0, the function is not concave.
The first equality means that the mutual information evaluated at the extreme points has the same quantitative value
and is always above a certain threshold, f(4ρ), independently of the value of β. Consequently the mean of the
mutual information evaluated at the two extreme points is equal to the value on any of the extreme points. The
second equality means that the function evaluated at the point in between is always below this same threshold.
Now it is clear that, given any ρ > 0 we can always find β such that 0 < β ≤ 1 and that
Ice(ρ, 0, β) = Ice(0, ρ, β) > Ice(ρ/2, ρ/2, β), (94)
which contradicts the concavity hypothesis.
For illustrative purposes, in Fig. 2 we have depicted the mutual information for different values of the channel
parameter β for the counterexample in the proof of Theorem 6. Note that the function is only concave (and, in
fact, linear) for the case where the channel is diagonal, β = 0, which agrees with the results in Theorem 5.
D. Concavity results summary
At the beginning of Section IV we have argued that the mutual information is concave with respect to the full
transmitted signal covariance matrix Q for the case where the signaling is Gaussian and also for the low SNR
regime. Next we have discussed that this result cannot be generalized for arbitrary signaling distributions because,
in the general case, the mutual information is not well defined as a function of Q alone.
In Sections IV-A and IV-B, we have encountered two particular cases where the mutual information is a concave
function. In the first case, we have seen that the mutual information is concave with respect to the SNR and, in the
second, that the mutual information is a concave function of the squared singular values of the precoder, provided
that the eigenvectors of the channel covariance RH and the left singular vectors of the precoder P coincide. For
the general case where these vectors do not coincide in general, we have shown in Section IV-C that the mutual
information is not concave in the squared singular values.
A summary of the different concavity results for the mutual information as a function of the configuration of the
linear vector Gaussian channel can be found in Table I.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE CONCAVITY TYPE OF THE MUTUAL INFORMATION.
(X INDICATES CONCAVITY,× INDICATES NON-CONCAVITY, AND − INDICATES THAT IT DOES NOT APPLY)
Scalar Vector Matrix
Power, snr, Squared singular values, λ, Transmit covariance, Q,
Cases P =
√
snrI P = UPDiag
`√
λ)VTP Q = PRSP
T
General case: Y = HPS +Z X [5] [10] × (Section IV-C) − (Section III-E)(Section IV-A)
Channel covariance RH and precoder P
X X (Section IV-B) − (Section III-E)
share singular/eigenvectors: UP = UH
Independent parallel communication:
X X [17] X [17]
RH = UP = VP = I, PS =
Q
i
PSi (Note that Q is diagonal)
Low SNR regime: RZ = N0In, N0 ≫ 1 X X X [16]
Gaussian signaling: S = SG X X X
V. MULTIVARIATE EXTENSION OF COSTA’S ENTROPY POWER INEQUALITY
Having proved that the mutual information and, hence, the differential entropy are concave functions of the
squared singular values λ of the precoder P for the case where the left singular vectors of the precoder coincide
with the eigenvectors of the channel covariance RH, HλI(S;Y ) = Hλh(Y ) ≤ 0, we want to study if this last
result can be strengthened by proving the concavity in λ of the entropy power.
The entropy power of the random vector Y ∈ Rn was first introduced by Shannon in his seminal work [18] and
is, since then, defined as
N(Y ) =
1
2πe
exp
(
2
n
h(Y )
)
, (95)
where h(Y ) represents the differential entropy as defined in (6). The entropy power of a random vector Y represents
the variance (or power) of a standard Gaussian random vector Y G ∼ N
(
0, σ2In
)
such that both Y and Y G have
identical differential entropy, h(Y G) = h(Y ).
Costa proved in [10] that, provided that the random vector W is white Gaussian distributed, then
N(X +
√
tW ) ≥ (1− t)N(X) + tN(X +W ), (96)
where t ∈ [0, 1]. As Costa noted, the above entropy power inequality (EPI) is equivalent to the concavity of the
entropy power function N(X +
√
tW ) with respect to the parameter t, or, formally5
d2
dt2
N
(
X +
√
tW
)
= HtN
(
X +
√
tW
) ≤ 0. (97)
Due to its inherent interest and to the fact that the proof by Costa was rather involved, simplified proofs of his
result have been subsequently given in [19]–[22].
Additionally, in his paper Costa presented two extensions of his main result in (97). Precisely, he showed that
the EPI is also valid when the Gaussian vector W is not white, and also for the case where the t parameter is
multiplying the arbitrarily distributed random vector X instead:
HtN
(√
tX +W
) ≤ 0. (98)
Observe that
√
t in (98) plays the role of a scalar precoder. We next consider an extension of (98) to the case
where the scalar precoder
√
t is replaced by a multivariate precoder P ∈ Rp×m and a channel H ∈ Rn×p for the
particular case where the precoder left singular vectors coincide with the channel covariance eigenvectors. Similarly
as in Section IV-B we assume that m ≥ p. The case m < p is presented after the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 7 (Costa’s multivariate EPI): Consider Y = HPS+Z, where all the terms are defined as in Theorem
3, for the particular case where the eigenvectors of the channel covariance matrix RH coincide with the left singular
5The equivalence between equations (97) and (96) is due to the fact that the function N(X + √tW ) is twice differentiable almost
everywhere thanks to the smoothing properties of the added Gaussian noise.
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vectors of the precoder P ∈ Rp×m and where we assume that m ≥ p. It then follows that the entropy power N(Y )
is a concave function of λ, i.e.,
HλN(Y ) ≤ 0.
Moreover, the Hessian matrix of the entropy power function N(Y ) with respect to λ is given by
HλN(Y ) =
N(Y )
n
Diag(σ)
(
diag(EVT
P
S)diag(EVT
P
S)
T
n
− E
{
ΦVT
P
S(Y ) ◦ΦVT
P
S(Y )
})
Diag(σ), (99)
where we recall that diag(EVT
P
S) is a column vector with the diagonal entries of the matrix EVT
P
S.
Proof: First, let us prove (99). From the definition of the entropy power in (95) and applying the chain rule
for Hessians in (143) we obtain
HλN(Y ) = D
T
λh(Y ) · Hh(Y )N(Y ) · Dλh(Y ) + Dh(Y )N(Y ) · Hλh(Y )
=
2N(Y )
n
(
2DTλh(Y )Dλh(Y )
n
+ Hλh(Y )
)
.
(100)
Now, recalling from [5, Eq. (61)] that DTλh(Y ) = (1/2)Diag(σ)diag(EVTPS) and incorporating the expression
for Hλh(Y ) calculated in Theorem 5, the result in (99) follows.
Now that a explicit expression for the Hessian matrix has been obtained, we wish to prove that it is negative
semidefinite. Note from (100) that, except for the positive factor 2N(Y )/n, the Hessian matrix HλN(Y ) is the
sum of a rank one positive semidefinite matrix and the Hessian matrix of the differential entropy, which is negative
semidefinite according to Theorem 5. Consequently, the definiteness of HλN(Y ) is, a priori, undetermined, and
some further developments are needed to determine it, which is what we do next.
First consider the positive semidefinite matrix A(y) ∈ Sp′+ , which is obtained by selecting the first p′ = rank(RH)
columns and rows of the positive semidefinite matrix Diag
(√
σ
)
ΦVT
P
S(y)Diag
(√
σ
)
,
[A(y)]ij =
[
Diag
(√
σ
)
ΦVT
P
S(Y )Diag
(√
σ
)]
ij
, {i, j} = 1, . . . , p′. (101)
With this definition, it is now easy to see that the expression
E {diag(A(y))}E{diag(A(y))T}
n
− E{A(y) ◦A(y)} (102)
coincides (up to the factor 2N(Y )/n) with the first p′ rows and columns of the Hessian matrix HλN(Y ) in
(99). Recalling that the remaining elements of the Hessian matrix HλN(Y ) are zero due to the presence of the
matrix Diag(σ), it is sufficient to show that the expression in (102) is negative semidefinite to prove the negative
semidefiniteness of HλN(Y ).
Now, we apply Proposition G.9 to A(y), yielding
A(y) ◦A(y) ≥ diag(A(y))diag(A(y))
T
p′
. (103)
Taking the expectation in both sides of (103), we have
E {A(Y ) ◦A(Y )} ≥ E
{
diag(A(Y ))diag(A(Y ))T
}
p′
, (104)
From Lemma G.10 we know that
E
{
diag(A(Y ))diag(A(Y ))T
} ≥ E{diag(A(Y ))}E{diag(A(Y ))T},
from which it follows that
E {A(Y ) ◦A(Y )} ≥ E {diag(A(Y ))}E
{
diag(A(Y ))T
}
p′
.
Since the operators diag(A) and expectation commute we finally obtain the desired result as
E {A(Y ) ◦A(Y )} ≥ diag(E {A(Y )})diag(E {A(Y )})
T
p′
≥ diag(E {A(Y )})diag(E {A(Y )})
T
n
,
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where in last inequality we have used that p′ = rank(RH) ≤ min{n, p} ≤ n, as RH = HTR−1Z H and H ∈ Rn×p.
Remark 9: For the case where m < p, we assume that the matrix UP ∈ Rp×m contains the m eigenvectors in
UH associated with the m largest eigenvalues of RH. It then follows that the Hessian matrix HλN(Y ) is also
negative semidefinite and its expression is the same given in (99) by simply replacing σ by σ˜ = (σ1 . . . σm)T.
Remark 10: For the case where RH = Ip and p = m we recover our results in [23].
Another possibility of multivariate generalization of Costa’s EPI would be to study the concavity of N(X +Z)
with respect to the covariance of the noise vector RZ. Numerical computations seem to indicate that the entropy
power is indeed concave in RZ. However, a proof has been elusive, mainly due to the fact that, differently from
the conditional MSE, ΦS(y), the conditional Fisher information matrix ΓY (y), which appears when differentiating
with respect to RZ, is not a positive definite function ∀y.
VI. EXTENSIONS TO THE COMPLEX FIELD
So far, the presented results hold for the case where all the variables and parameters take values from the field
of real numbers. Due to the simplicity of working with baseband equivalent models, it is a common practice when
studying communication systems to model the parameters and random variables in the complex field, and work
with the following complex linear vector Gaussian channel:
Y c = GcSc +Zc, (105)
where Gc ∈ Cn×m and all the other dimensions are defined accordingly and the noise Zc is a zero mean circularly
symmetric (or proper [24]) complex Gaussian random vector with covariance E{ZcZ†c} = RZc. The complex
model in (105) can be equivalently rewritten by defining an extended double-dimensional real model of (105). We
consider the extended vectors and matrices
Y r =
[ ℜeY c
ℑmY c
]
, Gr =
[ ℜeGc −ℑmGc
ℑmGc ℜeGc
]
, Sr =
[ ℜeSc
ℑmSc
]
, Zr =
[ ℜeZc
ℑmZc
]
, (106)
and then rewrite the input-output relation in (105) according to the real model
Y r = GrSr +Zr. (107)
With these definitions, we have that, for example, h(Y c) = h(Y r) or I(Sc;Y c) = I(Sr;Y r) [24].
Working with the real model in (107), it is possible to calculate, for example, the Jacobian of the mutual
information with respect to the complex precoder Gc by using the results for the real case and the chain rule as
DGcI(Sc;Y c) = DGcI(Sr;Y r) ,
1
2
(
DℜeGcI(Sr;Y r)− jDℑmGcI(Sr;Y r)
) (108)
=
1
2
(
DGrI(Sr;Y r)DℜeGcGr − jDGrI(Sr;Y r)DℑmGcGr
)
, (109)
where we have used the convention for the complex derivative defined in [25] and where the Jacobians DℜeGcGr
and DℑmGcGr can be found using the definition in (106) and the results in [15, Chapter 9]. Similarly, expressions
for HGcI(Sc;Y c) or HG∗c I(Sc;Y c) can also be obtained by successive application of the complex derivative
definition and the chain rule.
In the following we present a simplified complex counterpart of the Hessian result in Theorem 5 for the real
case, which, despite its simplicity, illustrates the particularities of the complex case.
Theorem 8 (Mutual information Hessian in the complex case): Consider the complex signal model Y c =
Diag
(√
λc
)
Sc +W c, where Diag
(√
λc
) ∈ Sn+ is an arbitrary deterministic diagonal matrix (λc ∈ Rn), the
signaling Sc ∈ Cn is arbitrarily distributed, and the noise vector W c ∈ Cn follows a white Gaussian proper
distribution and is independent of the input Sc. Then, the differential entropy of the output vector Y c, h(Y ),
satisfies
Hλch(Y c) = −E
{
ΦSc(Y ) ◦Φ∗Sc(Y ) +ΦSc(Y ) ◦Φ
∗
Sc
(Y )
}
, (110)
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where we have defined
ΦSc(y) = E
{
(Sc − E {Sc |y}) (Sc − E {Sc |y})†
∣∣∣y} (111)
ΦSc(y) = E
{
(Sc − E {Sc |y}) (Sc − E {Sc |y})T
∣∣∣y} . (112)
Proof: The real extended model of Y c = Diag
(√
λc
)
Sc +W c is readily obtained as
Y r = Diag
(√
λr
)
Sr +N r =
[
Diag
(√
λc
)
0
0 Diag
(√
λc
) ] [ ℜeScℑmSc
]
+
1√
2
W r, (113)
where now we have E
{
W rW
T
r
}
= I2n.
Now, applying the chain rule for λTr =
[
λTc λ
T
c
]
the elements of the Hessian matrix read as
[Hλch(Y c)]ij =
∂2h(Y c)
∂λc,i∂λc,j
=
∂2h(Y r)
∂λr,i∂λr,j
+
∂2h(Y r)
∂λr,i+n∂λr,j
+
∂2h(Y r)
∂λr,i∂λr,j+n
+
∂2h(Y r)
∂λr,i+n∂λr,j+n
.
The four terms in the complex Hessian can be identified with the elements of the Hessian for the real case, which
thanks to Theorem 5 can be written as
∂2h(Y r)
∂λr,i∂λr,j
= −2E
{
(E {(Sr,i − E {Sr,i |Y }) (Sr,j − E {Sr,j |Y }) |Y })2
}
. (114)
Noting that Sr,i = ℜeSc,i and Sr,i+n = ℑmSc,i, we can finally write
[Hλch(Y c)]ij =− 2E
{
(E {ℜe (Sc,i − E {Sc,i |Y })ℜe (Sc,j − E {Sc,j |Y }) |Y })2
}
(115)
− 2E
{
(E {ℜe (Sc,i − E {Sc,i |Y })ℑm (Sc,j − E {Sc,j |Y }) |Y })2
}
(116)
− 2E
{
(E {ℑm (Sc,i − E {Sc,i |Y })ℜe (Sc,j − E {Sc,j |Y }) |Y })2
}
(117)
− 2E
{
(E {ℑm (Sc,i − E {Sc,i |Y })ℑm (Sc,j − E {Sc,j |Y }) |Y })2
}
. (118)
Now, with the definitions in (112) and (111) and a slight amount of algebra, the result follows.
It is important to highlight that, whereas in the real case the conditional MMSE matrix ΦS(y) was enough to
compute the Hessian, in the complex case, in addition to the conditional MMSE matrix (as defined in (111)) there
is an extra matrix ΦSc(y) defined as in (112), and which is referred to as the conditional pseudo-MMSE matrix.
APPENDIX
A. The commutation Kq,r, symmetrization Nq, duplication Dq, and reduction Sq matrices.
In this appendix we present four matrices that are very important when calculating Hessian matrices. The
definitions of the commutation Kq,r, symmetrization Nq, and duplication Dq matrices have been taken from [15]
and the reduction matrix Sq has been defined by the authors of the present work.
Given any matrix A ∈ Rq×r, the two vectors vecA and vecAT contain the same elements but arranged in a
different order. Consequently, there exists a unique permutation matrix Kq,r ∈ Rqr×qr independent of A, which is
called commutation matrix, that satisfies
vecAT = Kq,rvecA, and KTq,r = K−1q,r =Kr,q. (119)
It is easy to verify that the entries of the commutation matrix satisfy
[Kq,r]i+(j−1)r,i′+(j′−1)q = δi′jδj′i, {i′, j} ∈ [1, q], {i, j′} ∈ [1, r]. (120)
The main reason why we have introduced the commutation matrix is due to the property from which it obtains
its name, as it enables us to commute the two matrices of a Kronecker product [15, Theorem 3.9],
Ks,q(A⊗B) = (B⊗A)Kt,r, (121)
where we have considered A ∈ Rq×r and B ∈ Rs×t.
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We also define Kq = Kq,q for the case where the commutation matrix is square. An important property of the
square matrix Kq is given in the following lemma.
Lemma A.1: Let A ∈ Rq×r and B ∈ Rq×t. Then,
[A⊗B]i+(j−1)q,k+(l−1)t = AjlBik,
[Kq(A⊗B)]i+(j−1)q,k+(l−1)t = AilBjk,
{i, j} ∈ [1, q], k ∈ [1, t], l ∈ [1, r], (122)
Proof: The equality for the entries of the product A ⊗ B follows straightforwardly from the definition [26,
Section 4.2]. Concerning the entries of Kq(A⊗B), we have
[Kq(A⊗B)]i+(j−1)q,k+(l−1)t =
q∑
i′=1
q∑
j′=1
[Kq]i+(j−1)q,i′+(j′−1)q [A⊗B]i′+(j′−1)q,k+(l−1)t (123)
=
q∑
i′=1
q∑
j′=1
δi′jδj′iAj′lBi′k (124)
= AilBjk, (125)
where we have used the expression for the elements of Kq in (120).
When calculating Jacobian and Hessian matrices, the form Iq+Kq is usually encountered. Hence, we define the
symmetrization matrix Nq = 12(Iq +Kq), which is singular and has the following properties
Nq = N
T
q = N
2
q (126)
Nq = NqKq =KqNq. (127)
The name of the symmetrization matrix comes from the fact that given any square matrix A ∈ Rq×q, then
NqvecA =
1
2
(
vecA+ vecAT
)
= 12vec
(
A+AT
)
. (128)
The last important property of the symmetrization matrix is
Nq(A⊗A) = (A⊗A)Nq, (129)
which follows from the definition Nq = 12(Iq +Kq) together with (121).
Another important matrix related to the calculation of Jacobian and Hessian matrices, specially when symmetric
matrices are involved, is the duplication matrix Dq . Given any symmetric matrix R ∈ Sq, we denote by vechR the
1
2q(q + 1)-dimensional vector that is obtained from vecR by eliminating all the repeated elements that lie strictly
above the diagonal of R. Then, the duplication matrix Dq ∈ Rq
2×
1
2 q(q+1) fulfills [15, Section 3.8]
vecR = DqvechR, (130)
for any q-dimensional symmetric matrix R. The duplication matrix takes its name from the fact that it duplicates
the entries of vechR which correspond to off-diagonal elements of R to produce the elements of vecR.
Since Dq has full column rank, it is possible to invert the transformation in (130) to obtain
vechR = D+q vecR =
(
DTqDq
)−1
DTq vecR. (131)
The most important properties of the duplication matrix are [15, Theorem 3.12]
KqDq = Dq, NqDq = Dq, DqD
+
q = Nq, D
+
qNq = D
+
q . (132)
The last one of the matrices introduced in this appendix is the reduction matrix Sq ∈ Rq2×q. The entries of the
reduction matrix are defined as
[Sq]i+(j−1)q,k = δijδik = δijk, {i, j, k} ∈ [1, q] (133)
from which it is easy to verify that the reduction matrix fulfills
KqSq = Sq, NqSq = Sq. (134)
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However, the most important property of the reduction matrix is that it can be used to reduce the Kronecker product
of two matrices to their Schur product as it is detailed in the next lemma.
Lemma A.2: Let A ∈ Rq×r, B ∈ Rq×r. Then,
STq (A⊗B)Sr = STq (B⊗A)Sr = A ◦B. (135)
Proof: From the expression for the elements of the Kronecker product in Lemma A.1 and the expression for
the elements of the reduction matrix we have that, for any i ∈ [1, q] and j ∈ [1, r],[
STq (A⊗B)Sr
]
i,j
=
q∑
k,l
r∑
k′,l′
[Sq]k+(l−1)q,i[A⊗B]k+(l−1)q,k′+(l′−1)r[Sr]k′+(l′−1)r,j (136)
=
q∑
k,l
r∑
k′,l′
All′Bkk′δkliδk′l′j (137)
= AijBij , (138)
from which the result in the lemma follows.
Finally, to conclude this appendix, we present two basic lemmas concerning the Kronecker product and the vec
operator.
Lemma A.3: Let A, B, F, and T be four matrices such that the products AB and FT are defined. Then,
(A⊗F)(B ⊗T) = AB⊗ FT.
Proof: See [15, Chapter 2].
Lemma A.4: Let A, T, and B be three matrices such that the product ATB is defined. Then,
vec(ATB) =
(
BT ⊗A)vecT. (139)
Proof: See [15, Theorem 2.2] or [27, Proposition 7.1.6].
B. Conventions used for Jacobian and Hessian matrices
In this work we make extensive use of differentiation of matrix functions Ψ with respect to a matrix argument T.
From the many possibilities of displaying the partial derivatives ∂rΨst/∂Tij · · · ∂Tkl, we will stick to the “good
notation” introduced by Magnus and Neudecker in [15, Section 9.4] which is briefly reproduced next for the sake
of completeness.
Definition B.1: Let Ψ be a differentiable q × t real matrix function of an r × s matrix of real variables T. The
Jacobian matrix of Ψ at T = T0 is the qt× rs matrix
DTΨ(T0) =
∂ vecΨ(T)
∂(vecT)T
∣∣∣∣
T=T0
. (140)
Remark B.2: To properly deal with the case where Ψ is a symmetric matrix, the vec operator in the numerator
in (140) has to be replaced by a vech operator to avoid obtaining repeated elements. Similarly, vech has to replace
vec in the denominator in (140) for the case where T is a symmetric matrix. For practical purposes, it is enough
to calculate the Jacobian without taking into account any symmetry properties and then add a left factor D+q to
the obtained Jacobian when Ψ is symmetric and/or a right factor Dr when T is symmetric. This proceeding will
become more clear in the examples given below.
Definition B.3: Let Ψ be a twice differentiable q× t real matrix function of an r× s matrix of real variables T.
The Hessian matrix of Ψ at T = T0 is the qtrs× rs matrix
HTΨ(T0) = DT
(
DTTΨ(T)
)∣∣∣
T=T0
=
∂
∂(vecT)T
vec
(
∂ vecΨ(T)
∂(vecT)T
)T∣∣∣∣∣
T=T0
. (141)
One can verify that the obtained Hessian matrix for the matrix function Ψ is the stacking of the qt Hessian matrices
corresponding to each individual element of vector vecΨ.
Remark B.4: Similarly to the Jacobian case, when Ψ or T are symmetric matrices, the vech operator has to
replace the vec operator where appropriate in (141).
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One of the major advantages of using the notation of [15] is that a simple chain rule can be applied for both the
Jacobian and Hessian matrices, as detailed in the following lemma.
Lemma B.5 ( [15, Theorems 5.8 and 6.9]): Let Υ be a twice differentiable u× v real matrix function of a q× t
real matrix argument. Let Ψ be a twice differentiable q× t real matrix function of an r× s matrix of real variables
T. Define Ω(T) = Υ(Ψ(T)). The Jacobian and Hessian matrices of Ω(T) at T = T0 are:
DTΩ(T0) = (DΨΥ(Ψ0))(DTΨ(T0)) (142)
HTΩ(T0) = (Iuv ⊗ DTΨ(T0))THΨΥ(Ψ0)(DTΨ(T0)) + (DΨΥ(Ψ0)⊗ Irs)HTΨ(T0), (143)
where Ψ0 = Ψ(T0).
The notation introduced above unifies the study of scalar (q = t = 1), vector (t = 1), and matrix functions of
scalar (r = s = 1), vector (s = 1), or matrix arguments into the study of vector functions of vector arguments
through the use of the vec and vech operators. However, the idea of arranging the partial derivatives of a scalar
function of a matrix argument ψ(T) into a matrix rather than a vector is quite appealing and sometimes useful, so
we will also make use of the notation described next.
Definition B.6: Let ψ be differentiable scalar function of an r× s matrix of real variables T. The gradient of ψ
at T = T0 is the r × s matrix
∇Tψ(T0) = ∂ψ
∂T
∣∣∣∣
T=T0
. (144)
It is easy to verify that DTψ(T0) = vecT∇Tψ(T0).
We now give expressions for the most common Jacobian and Hessian matrices encountered during our develop-
ments.
Lemma B.7: Consider A ∈ Rq×r, T ∈ Rr×s, B ∈ Rs×t, R ∈ Ss+, and f ∈ Rr×1, such that f is a function of T.
Then, the following holds:
1) If Ψ = ATB, we have DTΨ =
(
BT ⊗A). If, in addition, B is a function of T, then we have DTΨ =(
BT ⊗A)+ (It ⊗AT)DTB.
2) If Ψ = Af , we have DTΨ = ADTf .
3) If Ψ = ATAT, with T being a symmetric matrix, we have DTΨ = D+q
(
A⊗A)Dr.
4) If Ψ = BTTTAT, we have DTΨ =
(
A⊗BT)Kr,s.
5) If Ψ = (T ⊗A), we have DTΨ = (Is ⊗Kt,r ⊗ Iq)(Irs ⊗ vecA) and if Ψ = (A ⊗ T), we have DTΨ =
(It ⊗Ks,q ⊗ Ir)(vecA⊗ Irs), where in this case we have assumed that A ∈ Rq×t.
6) If Ψ = T−1, we have DTΨ = −
(
TT ⊗T)−1, where T is a square invertible matrix.
7) If Ψ = ATRTTAT, we have DTΨ = 2D+q (ATR⊗A).
8) If Ψ = ATRTTAT, we have HTΨ = 2(D+q ⊗ Irs)(Iq ⊗Kq,s ⊗ Ir)
(
A⊗R⊗ vecAT)Kr,s.
Proof: The identities from 1) to 7) can be found in [15, Chapter 9]. Concerning identity 8), it can be calculated
through the definition of the Hessian as
HT
(
ATRTTAT
)
= 2DT
(
D+q (ATR⊗A)
)T
= 2DT
((
RTTAT ⊗AT)D+Tq ). (145)
Now, we define Υ = RTTAT and Ω = Υ⊗AT and apply the chain rule twice to obtain
DT
((
RTTAT ⊗AT)D+Tq ) = DΩ(ΩD+Tq )DΥΩDTΥ, (146)
from which the result in 8) follows by application of identities 1), 5), and 4) and from Lemma A.3.
C. Differential properties of the quantities PY (y), PY |S(y|s), and E {S |y}.
In this appendix we present a number of lemmas which are used in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 in Appendices
D and E.
In the proofs of the following lemmas we interchange the order of differentiation and expectation, which can be
justified following similar steps as in [1, Appendix B].
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Lemma C.1: Let Y = X + CN , where X is arbitrarily distributed and where N is a zero-mean Gaussian
random variable with covariance matrix RN and independent of X . Then, the probability density function PY (y)
satisfies
∇CPY (y) = HyPY (y)CRN . (147)
Proof: First, we recall that PY (y) = E
{
PY |X(y|X)
}
. Thus the matrix gradient of the density PY (y) with
respect to C is ∇CPY (y) = E
{∇CPY |X(y|X)}. The computation of the inner the gradient ∇CPY |X(y|X) can
be performed by replacing Gs by x in (3) together with
∇C aT
(
CRNC
T
)−1
a = −2(CRNCT)−1aaT(CRNCT)−1CRN (148)
∇Cdet
(
CRNC
T
)
= 2det
(
CRNC
T
)(
CRNC
T
)−1
CRN , (149)
where a is a fixed vector of the appropriate dimension and where we have used [15, p. 178, Exercise 9.9.3] and
the chain rule in Lemma B.5 in (148) and, [15, p. 180, Exercise 9.10.2] in (149). With these expressions at hand
and recalling that RZ = CRNCT, the expression for the gradient ∇CPY (y) is equal to
∇CPY (y) = E
{
PY |X(y|X)
(
R−1Z (y −X)(y −X)TR−1Z −R−1Z
)}
CRN . (150)
To complete the proof, we need to calculate the Hessian matrix, HyPY (y). First consider the following two
Jacobians
Dy(y − x)TR−1Z (y − x) = 2(y − x)TR−1Z (151)
DyR
−1
Z (y − x) = R−1Z , (152)
which follow directly from [15, Section 9.9, Table 3] and [15, Section 9.12]. Now, from (151), we can first obtain
the Jacobian row vector DyPY (y) as
DyPY (y) = −E
{
PY |X(y|X)(y −X)TR−1Z
}
. (153)
Recalling the expression in (152) and that HyPY (y) = Dy
(
DTyPY (y)
)
the Hessian matrix becomes
HyPY (y) = E
{
PY |X(y|X)
(
R−1Z (y −X)(y −X)TR−1Z −R−1Z
)}
. (154)
By simple inspection from (150) and (154) the result in (147) follows.
Lemma C.2: Let Y = GS+Z, where S is arbitrarily distributed and where Z is a zero-mean Gaussian random
variable with covariance matrix RZ and independent of S. Then, PY (y) satisfies
∇GPY (y) = −E
{
DTyPY |S(y|S)ST
}
. (155)
Proof: First we write
DyPY |S(y|s) = −PY |S(y|s)(y −Gs)TR−1Z , (156)
where we have used (151). Now, we simply need to notice that
∇GPY |S(y|s) = PY |S(y|s)R−1Z (y −Gs)sT = −DTyPY |S(y|s)sT, (157)
where we have used ∇G(y −Gs)TR−1Z (y −Gs) = −2R−1Z (y −Gs)sT, which follows from [15, Section 9.9,
Table 4]. Recalling that ∇GPY (y) = E
{∇GPY |S(y|S)} the result follows.
Lemma C.3: Let Y = GS+Z, where S is arbitrarily distributed and where Z is a zero-mean Gaussian random
variable with covariance matrix RZ and independent of S. Then,
DyE {S |y} = ΦS(y)GR−1Z . (158)
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Proof:
DyE {S |y} = DyE
{
S
PY |S(y|S)
PY (y)
}
(159)
= E
{
S
PY (y)DyPY |S(y|S)− PY |S(y|S)DyPY (y)
PY (y)2
}
(160)
= E
{
S
−PY |S(y|S)(y −GS)TR−1Z + PY |S(y|S)(y −GE {S |y})TR−1Z
PY (y)
}
(161)
=
(
E
{
SST
∣∣ y}− E {S |y}E{ST ∣∣ y})GTR−1Z . (162)
Now, from the definition in (9) the result in the lemma follows. Note that we have used the expression in (156)
for DyPY |S(y|S) and that from (153) we can write
DyPY (y) = −E
{
PY |X(y|X)(y −X)TR−1Z
}
= −PY (y)(y −GE {S |y})TR−1Z . (163)
Lemma C.4: Let Y = GS+Z, where S is arbitrarily distributed and where Z is a zero-mean Gaussian random
variable with covariance matrix RZ and independent of S. Then, the Jacobian and Hessian of logPY (y) satisfy
DylogPY (y) = (E {X |y} − y)TR−1Z (164)
HylogPY (y) = R
−1
Z ΦX(y)R
−1
Z −R−1Z . (165)
Proof: Recalling the expression in (153) we can write
DylogPY (y) =
1
PY (y)
DyPY (y) (166)
= − 1
PY (y)
E
{
PY |X(y|X)(y −X)TR−1Z
} (167)
= (E {X |y} − y)TR−1Z . (168)
From the Jacobian expression, the Hessian can be computed as
HylogPY (y) = DyR
−1
Z (E {X |y} − y) (169)
= R−1Z (GDyE {S |y} − In) (170)
= R−1Z (GΦS(y)G
TR−1Z − In), (171)
where the expression for DyE {S |y} follows from Lemma C.3.
Lemma C.5: Let Y =GS +Z, where S is arbitrarily distributed (with i-th element denoted by Si) and where
Z is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with covariance matrix RZ and independent of S. Then,
∇GE {Si |y} = 1
PY (y)
(
E {Si |y}E
{
DTyPY |S(y|S)ST
}− E{SiDTyPY |S(y|S)ST}) .
Proof: The proof follows from this chain of equalities
∇GE {Si |y} = ∇GE
{
Si
PY |S(y|S)
PY (y)
}
= E
{
Si
PY (y)∇GPY |S(y|S)− PY |S(y|S)∇GPY (y)
PY (y)2
}
= E
{
Si
(
−D
T
yPY |S(y|S)ST
PY (y)
+
PY |S(y|S)E
{
DTyPY |S(y|S)ST
}
PY (y)2
)}
(172)
=
1
PY (y)
(
−E{SiDTyPY |S(y|S)ST}+ E{SiPY |S(y|S)PY (y)
}
E
{
DTyPY |S(y|S)ST
})
,
where (172) follows from Lemma C.2 and from (157).
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D. Proof of Theorem 1
Let us begin by considering the expression for the entries of the Jacobian of the vector vecJY , which is
[DCvecJY ]i+(j−1)n,k+(l−1)n = DCkl [JY ]ij , where throughout this proof {i, j, k} ∈ [1, n] and l ∈ [1, n′]. From
(13) and (14) we have that the entries of the Fisher information matrix are given by
[JY ]ij = E
{
[ΓY (Y )]ij
}
= −
∫
PY (y)
∂2logPY (y)
∂yi∂yj
dy. (173)
We now differentiate the expression above with respect to the entries of the matrix C and we get
DCkl [JY ]ij = −
∂
∂Ckl
∫
PY (y)
∂2logPY (y)
∂yi∂yj
dy (174)
= −
∫
∂PY (y)
∂Ckl
∂2logPY (y)
∂yi∂yj
dy −
∫
PY (y)
∂2
∂yi∂yj
(
1
PY (y)
∂PY (y)
∂Ckl
)
dy, (175)
where the interchange of the order of integration and differentiation can be justified from the Dominated Convergence
Theorem following similar steps as in [1, Appendix B]. Now, using Lemma C.1 we transform the partial derivatives
with respect to C into derivatives with respect to the entries of vector y, yielding
DCkl [JY ]ij = −
∫
[HyPY (y)CRN ]kl
∂2logPY (y)
∂yi∂yj
dy
−
∫
PY (y)
∂2
∂yi∂yj
(
1
PY (y)
[HyPY (y)CRN ]kl
)
dy. (176)
Expressing the elements of [HyPY (y)CRN ]kl as the sum of the product of the elements of HyPY (y) and CRN
we get
DCkl [JY ]ij = −
n∑
r=1
[CRN ]rl
(∫
∂2PY (y)
∂yk∂yr
∂2logPY (y)
∂yi∂yj
dy
+
∫
PY (y)
∂2
∂yi∂yj
(
1
PY (y)
∂2PY (y)
∂yk∂yr
)
dy
)
. (177)
We can now combine the integral identities (221) and (222) derived in Proposition H.4 to rewrite the first term in
the last equation as ∫
∂2PY (y)
∂yk∂yr
∂2logPY (y)
∂yi∂yj
dy =
∫
PY (y)
∂4logPY (y)
∂yi∂yj∂yk∂yr
dy. (178)
Now, applying a scalar version of the logarithm identity in (12),
1
PY (y)
∂2PY (y)
∂yk∂yr
=
∂2logPY (y)
∂yk∂yr
+
∂logPY (y)
∂yk
∂logPY (y)
∂yr
, (179)
the second term in the right hand side of (177) becomes∫
PY (y)
∂2
∂yi∂yj
(
1
PY (y)
∂2PY (y)
∂yk∂yr
)
dy =
∫
PY (y)
∂4logPY (y)
∂yi∂yj∂yk∂yr
dy
+
∫
PY (y)
(
∂2logPY (y)
∂yj∂yr
∂2logPY (y)
∂yi∂yk
+
∂2logPY (y)
∂yi∂yr
∂2logPY (y)
∂yj∂yk
)
dy
+
∫
PY (y)
(
∂3logPY (y)
∂yi∂yj∂yk
∂logPY (y)
∂yr
+
∂3logPY (y)
∂yi∂yj∂yr
∂logPY (y)
∂yk
)
dy. (180)
Using the regularity condition (226) in Corollary H.5, we finally obtain the desired result
DCkl [JY ]ij = −
∫
PY (y)
(
n∑
r=1
∂2logPY (y)
∂yj∂yr
[CRN ]rl
)
∂2logPY (y)
∂yi∂yk
dy
−
∫
PY (y)
(
n∑
r=1
∂2logPY (y)
∂yi∂yr
[CRN ]rl
)
∂2logPY (y)
∂yj∂yk
dy. (181)
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Now, recalling that ΓY (y) = HylogPY (y) and identifying the elements of the two matrices ΓY (y)CRN and
ΓY (y) with the terms in (181), we obtain
DCkl [JY ]ij = −E {[ΓY (Y )CRN ]jl[ΓY (Y )]ik + [ΓY (Y )CRN ]il[ΓY (Y )]jk} . (182)
Finally, taking into account that [DCvecJY ]i+(j−1)n,k+(l−1)n = DCkl [JY ]ij and applying Lemma A.1 with A =
ΓY (Y )CRN and B = ΓY (Y ) it can be easily shown that
DCvecJY = −E {ΓY (Y )CRN ⊗ ΓY (Y ) +Kn(ΓY (Y )CRN ⊗ ΓY (Y ))} (183)
= −2NnE {ΓY (Y )CRN ⊗ ΓY (Y )} . (184)
E. Proof of Theorem 2
Throughout this proof we assume that {i, j, l} ∈ [1,m] and k ∈ [1, n]. Now, let us begin by considering the
expression for the entries of the matrix ES:
[ES]ij = E {(Si − E {Si |Y })(Sj − E {Sj |Y })} = E {SiSj} − E {E {Si |Y }E {Sj |Y }} . (185)
Since the first term in last expression does not depend on G, we have that
DGkl [ES]ij = −DGklE {E {Si |Y }E {Sj |Y }} = −
∂
∂Gkl
∫
PY (y)E {Si |y}E {Sj |y} dy
= −
∫
∂PY (y)
∂Gkl
E {Si |y}E {Sj |y} dy −
∫
PY (y)
∂E {Si |y}
∂Gkl
E {Sj |y} dy
−
∫
PY (y)E {Si |y} ∂E {Sj |y}
∂Gkl
dy, (186)
where, as in Appendix D, the justification of this interchange of the order of derivation and integration and two
other interchanges below follow similar steps as in [1, Appendix B].
Note that the second and third terms in (186) have the same structure and, thus, we will deal with them jointly.
The first term in (186) can be rewritten as
−
∫
∂PY (y)
∂Gkl
E {Si |y}E {Sj |y} dy =
∫
E
{
Sl
∂PY |S(y|S)
∂yk
}
E {Si |y}E {Sj |y} dy, (187)
where we have used Lemma C.2 to transform the derivative with respect to G into a derivative with respect to y.
Using Lemma C.5, the second term in (186) can be computed as
−
∫
PY (y)
∂E {Si |y}
∂Gkl
E {Sj |y}dy = −
∫
E {Si |y}E
{
Sl
∂PY |S(y|S)
∂yk
}
E {Sj |y} dy
+
∫
E
{
SiSl
∂PY |S(y|S)
∂yk
}
E {Sj |y}dy. (188)
Note that the third term in (186) can be obtained by interchanging the roles of i and j in last equation. Plugging
the expressions (187) and (188) into (186) we can write
DGkl [ES]ij = −
∫
E {Si |y}E
{
Sl
∂PY |S(y|S)
∂yk
}
E {Sj |y} dy
+
∫
E
{
SiSl
∂PY |S(y|S)
∂yk
}
E {Sj |y} dy +
∫
E
{
SjSl
∂PY |S(y|S)
∂yk
}
E {Si |y}dy. (189)
We now simplify the obtained expression. The first term can be reformulated as
−
∫
E
{
Sl
∂PY |S(y|S)
∂yk
}
E {Si |y}E {Sj |y} dy = −
∫
∂E
{
SlPY |S(y|S)
}
∂yk
E {Si |y}E {Sj |y} dy
= −
∫
∂PY (y)E {Sl |y}
∂yk
E {Si |y}E {Sj |y}dy
=
∫
PY (y)E {Sl |y} ∂E {Si |y}E {Sj |y}
∂yk
dy,
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where in the last step we have integrated by parts as detailed in Proposition I.2. We now make use of Lemma C.3
to simplify the derivative inside the integration sign in last equation to obtain∫
PY (y)E {Sl |y} ∂E {Si |y}E {Sj |y}
∂yk
dy
=
∫
PY (y)E {Sl |y}
(
E {Sj |y}
[
ΦS(y)G
TR−1Z
]
ik
+ E {Si |y}
[
ΦS(y)G
TR−1Z
]
jk
)
dy. (190)
We now proceed to the computation of the second and third terms in (189) (note that they are in fact the same
term with the roles of i and j interchanged). We have∫
E
{
SiSl
∂PY |S(y|S)
∂yk
}
E {Sj |y} dy =
∫
∂E
{
SiSlPY |S(y|S)
}
∂yk
E {Sj |y} dy (191)
=
∫
∂PY (y)E {SiSl |y}
∂yk
E {Sj |y}dy (192)
= −
∫
PY (y)E {SiSl |y} ∂E {Sj |y}
∂yk
dy, (193)
where last equality follows by integrating by parts as Proposition I.2. We are now ready to apply Lemma C.3 again
to obtain
−
∫
PY (y)E {SiSl |y} ∂E {Sj |y}
∂yk
dy = −
∫
PY (y)E {SiSl |y}
[
ΦS(y)G
TR−1Z
]
jk
dy. (194)
Plugging (190) and (194) into (189) and recalling that [ΦS(y)]jl = E {SjSl |y}−E {Sj |y}E {Sl |y}, we finally
have
DGkl [ES]ij = −
∫
PY (y)
(
[ΦS(y)]jl
[
ΦS(y)G
TR−1Z
]
ik
+ [ΦS(y)]il
[
ΦS(y)G
TR−1Z
]
jk
)
dy. (195)
Taking into account that DGkl [ES]ij = [DGvecES]i+(j−1)n,k+(l−1)m and applying Lemma A.1 with A = ΦS(y)
and B = ΦS(y)GTR−1Z we obtain
DGvecES = −E
{
ΦS(Y )⊗ΦS(Y )GTR−1Z +KmΦS(Y )⊗ΦS(Y )GTR−1Z
} (196)
= −2NmE
{
ΦS(Y )⊗ΦS(Y )GTR−1Z
}
. (197)
F. Proof of Theorem 4
The developments leading to the expressions for the Hessian matrices HPh(Y ), HHh(Y ), and HCh(Y ) follow
a very similar pattern. Consequently, we will present only one of them here.
Consider the Hessian HPh(Y ), from the expression for the Jacobian DPh(Y ) in (41) it follows that
HPh(Y ) = DP(D
T
Ph(Y )) = DPvecH
TR−1Z HPES (198)
=
(
ES ⊗HTR−1Z H
)
+ (Im ⊗HTR−1Z HP)Dm DPES, (199)
where in (199) we have used Lemma B.7.1 adding the matrix Dm because ES is a symmetric matrix. The final
expression for HPh(Y ) is obtained by plugging in (199) the expression for DPES obtained in Theorem 3 and
recalling that DmD+m = Nm.
The calculation of the Hessian matrix HRZh(Y ) from its Jacobian DRZh(Y ) in (44) follows:
HRZh(Y ) =
1
2
DRZD
T
nvecJY =
1
2
DRZD
T
nDnvechJY =
1
2
DTnDnDRZJY , (200)
where, in last equality, we have used Lemma B.7.2. Now, we only need to plug in the expression for DRZJY ,
which can be found in Theorem 3 and note that DTnDnD+n = DTnNn = DTn .
Finally, the Hessian matrix HRNh(Y ) can be computed from its Jacobian DRNh(Y ) in (45) as
HRNh(Y ) =
1
2
DRND
T
n′vec(C
TJYC) (201)
=
1
2
DTn′(C
T ⊗CT)DnDRNJY , (202)
where we have used Lemmas A.4 and B.7.2 and also that DRNvecJY = DnDRNvechJY = DnDRNJY similarly
as in (200). Recalling the expression for DRNJY in Theorem 3, the result follows.
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G. Matrix algebra results for the proof of the multidimensional EPI in Theorem 7
In this appendix we present a number of lemmas and propositions that are used in the proof of our multidimen-
sional EPI in Section V.
Lemma G.1 (Bhatia [28, p. 15]): Let R ∈ Ss+ be a positive semidefinite matrix, R ≥ 0. Then,[
R R
R R
]
≥ 0.
Proof: Since R ≥ 0, consider R = AAT and write[
R R
R R
]
=
[
A
A
] [
AT AT
]
.
Lemma G.2 (Bhatia [28, Exercise 1.3.10]): Let R ∈ Ss++ be a positive definite matrix, R > 0. Then,[
R Is
Is R
−1
]
≥ 0. (203)
Proof: Consider again R = AAT, then we have R−1 = A−TA−1. Now, simply write (203) as[
R Is
Is R
−1
]
=
[
A 0
0 A−T
] [
Is Is
Is Is
] [
AT 0
0 A−1
]
,
which, from Sylvester’s law of inertia for congruent matrices [28, p. 5] and Lemma G.1, is positive semidefinite.
Lemma G.3: If the matrices R and T are positive (semi)definite, then so is the product R⊗T. In other words,
the class of positive (semi)definite matrices is closed under the Kronecker product.
Proof: See [27, p. 254, Fact 7.4.15]
Corollary G.4 (Schur Theorem): The class of positive (semi)definite matrices is also closed under the Schur
matrix product, R ◦T.
Proof: The proof follows from Lemma G.3 by noting that the Schur productR◦T is a principal submatrix of the
Kronecker product R⊗T as in [27, Proposition 7.3.1] and that any principal submatrix of a positive (semi)definite
matrix is also positive (semi)definite, [27, Propositions 8.2.6 and 8.2.7]. Alternatively, see [29, Theorem 7.5.3] or
[26, Theorem 5.2.1] for a completely different proof.
Lemma G.5 (Schur complement): Let the matrices R ∈ Ss++ and T ∈ Sq++ be positive definite, R > 0 and
T > 0, and not necessarily of the same dimension. Then the following statements are equivalent
1)
[
R A
AT T
]
≥ 0,
2) T ≥ ATR−1A,
3) R ≥ AT−1AT,
where A ∈ Rs×r is any arbitrary matrix.
Proof: See [29, Theorem 7.7.6] and the second exercise following it or [27, Propostition 8.2.3].
With the above lemmas at hand, we are now ready to prove the following proposition:
Proposition G.6: Consider two positive definite matrices R ∈ Ss++ and T ∈ Ss++ of the same dimension. Then
it follows that
R ◦T−1 ≥ Diag(R) (R ◦T)−1Diag(R). (204)
Proof: From Lemmas G.1, G.2, and G.4, it follows that[
R R
R R
]
◦
[
T Is
Is T
−1
]
=
[
R ◦T Diag(R)
Diag(R) R ◦T−1
]
≥ 0.
Now, from Lemma G.5, the result follows directly.
Corollary G.7: Let R ∈ Ss++ be a positive definite matrix. Then,
diag(R)T (R ◦R)−1 diag(R) ≤ s. (205)
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Proof: Particularizing the result in Proposition G.6 with T = R and pre- and post-multiplying it by 1T and
1 we obtain
1T
(
R ◦R−1)1 ≥ 1TDiag(R) (R ◦R)−1Diag(R)1.
The result in (205) now follows straightforwardly from the fact 1T (R ◦R−T)1 = s, [30] (see also [27, Fact
7.6.10], [26, Lemma 5.4.2(a)]). Note that R is symmetric and thus RT = R and R−T = R−1.
Remark G.8: Note that the proof of Corollary G.7 is based on the result of Proposition G.6 in (204). An alternative
proof could follow similarly from a different inequality by Styan in [31]
R ◦R−1 + Is ≥ 2 (R ◦R)−1 ,
where, in this case, R is constrained to have ones in its main diagonal, i.e., R ◦ Is = Is.
Proposition G.9: Consider now the positive semidefinite matrix R ∈ Ss+. Then,
R ◦R ≥ diag(R)diag(R)
T
s
.
Proof: For the case where R ∈ Ss++ is positive definite, from (205) in Corollary G.7 and Lemma G.5, it
follows that [
R ◦R diag(R)
diag(R)T s
]
≥ 0.
Applying again Lemma G.5, we get
R ◦R ≥ diag(R)diag(R)
T
s
. (206)
Now, assume that R ∈ Ss+ is positive semidefinite. We thus define ǫ > 0 and consider the positive definite matrix
R+ ǫIs. From (206), we know that
(R+ ǫIs) ◦ (R+ ǫIs) ≥ diag(R+ ǫIs)diag(R+ ǫIs)
T
s
.
Taking the limit as ǫ tends to 0, the validity of (206) for positive semidefinite matrices follows from continuity.
The last lemma in this section follows.
Lemma G.10: For a given random vector X , it follows that E
{
XXT
} ≥ E{X}E{XT}.
Proof: Simply note that
E
{
XXT
}− E{X}E{XT} = E{(X − E {X})(X − E {X})T} ≥ 0,
where last inequality follows from the fact that the expectation preserves positive semidefiniteness.
H. Integral identities involving functions and derivatives of PY (y).
The integral identities presented in this section are derived through a sequence of lemmas which lead to the main
proposition containing the identities.
First, we present a lemma, which is a straightforward generalization for non-white Gaussian random variables
of [32, Lemma 4.1]
Lemma H.1: Assume Y = X + Z is an n-dimensional random vector, where X is arbitrarily distributed and
Z is distributed following a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with covariance RZ and consider a non-empty set of
natural numbers I , whose elements range from 1 to n. Then, given ϕ > 1, there exists a finite positive constant κ
not depending on y such that ∣∣∣∣∣∂|I|PY (y)∏i∈I ∂yi
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ κ(n,I, ϕ,RZ)(PY (y))1/ϕ, (207)
where we use the notation
∏
i∈I ∂yi to denote, e.g.,
∏
i∈{3,1,3,5} ∂yi = ∂y1∂y
2
3∂y5.
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Proof: This proof follows the guidelines of the proof of [32, Lemma 4.1]. For any RZ > 0, which implies
that R−1Z exists, we have that PY (y) is continuously differentiable in y, and
∂PY (y)
∂yi
=
∂
∂yi
E
{
PY |X(y|X)
}
= E
{
∂
∂yi
PZ(y −X)
}
(208)
= −
∫
PX(x)PZ(y − x)
[
(y − x)TR−1Z
]
i
dx. (209)
Now, using Ho¨lder’s inequality, for ϕ > 1 and 1/ϕ + 1/ψ = 1 we have∣∣∣∣∂PY (y)∂yi
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∫ (PX(x)PZ(y − x))1/ϕ (PX(x)PZ(y − x)∣∣[(y − x)TR−1Z ]i∣∣ψ)1/ψ dx
≤ (PY (y))1/ϕ
(∫
PX(x)PZ(y − x)
∣∣[(y − x)TR−1Z ]i∣∣ψ dx)1/ψ ,
(210)
from which the result for I = {i}, such that |I| = 1, follows since PZ(y)
∣∣[yTR−1Z ]i∣∣ψ is bounded above by a
constant depending only on RZ and ψ = ϕ/(ϕ − 1).
The inequalities for |I| > 1 follow in a similar fashion from the fact that for any RZ > 0,
∂|I|PZ(y)
∂y
|I|
i
= (−1)|I|
([
R−1Z
]
ii
2
)|I|/2
H|I|
 [R−1Z y]i√
2
[
R−1Z
]
ii
PZ(y) (211)
where H|I|(x) is the |I|-th order Hermite polynomial defined following the convention in [33, p. 817], and noting
that the partial derivatives of the Hermite polynomial are other polynomials.
Lemma H.2: Assume Y = X + Z is an n-dimensional random vector, where X is arbitrarily distributed and
Z is distributed following a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with covariance RZ. Then, given ϕ > 1, there exist
a set of finite positive constants ξ not depending on y such that for all |I| ≥ 1∣∣∣∣∣∂|I|logPY (y)∏i∈I ∂yi
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤∑
pi
ξ(n, π, ϕ,RZ)(PY (y))
|pi|(1−ϕ)
ϕ , (212)
where the sum is over the partitions π of the set I .
Proof: We recall the Arbogast-Faa` di Bruno’s formula in its most general form as given in [34, Eq. (5)] for
the partial derivative of a composite function,
∂|I|f(g)∏
i∈I ∂zi
=
∑
pi
d|pi|f(g)
dg|pi|
∏
B∈pi
∂|B|g∏
j∈B ∂zj
, (213)
where, as explained in [34], the sum is over the partitions π of the set I , and where B represents an element of
the partition π.6 Thus, for each given partition π, B can take |π| different values. Consequently the order of the
derivative with respect to f , |π|, coincides with the number of factors in the product indexed by B.
Particularizing (213) for our case we obtain
∂|I|logPY (y)∏
i∈I ∂yi
=
∑
pi
(−1)|pi||π|! (PY (y))−|pi|
∏
B∈pi
∂|B|PY (y)∏
j∈B ∂yj
. (214)
Now, let us fix ϕ > 1 and RZ > 0 and apply the bound found in Lemma H.1 to each factor ∂
|B|PY (y)Q
j∈B ∂yj
. Recalling
that there are |π| of these factors, the bound becomes∣∣∣∣∣∂|I|logPY (y)∏i∈I ∂yi
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤∑
pi
|π|! (PY (y))−|pi|
∏
B∈pi
κ(n,B,ϕ,RZ)(PY (y))
1/ϕ (215)
=
∑
pi
ξ(n, π, ϕ,RZ)(PY (y))
|pi|/ϕ−|pi| (216)
6Note that B is simply a set of indices.
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where we have defined ξ(n, π, ϕ,RZ) = |π|!
∏
B∈pi κ(n,B,ϕ,RZ)
Next, we present the lemma which is key in the proof of the proposition that contains the integral identities.
Lemma H.3: Assume Y = X + Z is an n-dimensional random vector, where X is arbitrarily distributed and
Z is distributed following a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with covariance RZ. Let us consider a set ω whose
elements I are sets of indices ranging from 1 to n. Then, given φ > 0, it follows that
lim
|yk|→∞
(PY (y))
φ
∏
I∈ω
∂|I|logPY (y)∏
j∈I ∂yij
= 0, (217)
where k is an arbitrary index for the entries of vector y.
Proof: Applying Lemma H.2 to each one of the individual factors inside the product in (217), yields, for any
ϕ > 1, that∣∣∣∣∣(PY (y))φ ∏
I∈ω
∂|I|logPY (y)∏
j∈I ∂yij
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ (PY (y))φ ∏
I∈ω
∑
pi(I)
ξ(n, π(I), ϕ,RZ)(PY (y))|pi(I)|/ϕ−|pi(I)| (218)
=
∏
I∈ω
∑
pi(I)
ξ(n, π(I), ϕ,RZ)(PY (y))|pi(I)|/ϕ−|pi(I)|+φ/|ω|, (219)
where we have made explicit the dependence of the partition π on the current value of the set of indices I . Now we
consider a generic term ξ(n, π(I), ϕ,RZ)(PY (y))|pi(I)|/ϕ−|pi(I)|+φ/|ω| and we note that for all φ > 0, there exists
a value ϕmax(φ, |π(I)|, |ω|) > 1 such that the exponent |π(I)|/ϕ− |π(I)|+ φ/|ω| is positive for any ϕ inside the
interval ϕ ∈ (1, ϕmax(φ, |π(I)|, |ω|)). Note that, if φ > |π||ω|, then ϕmax(φ, |π(I)|, |ω|) =∞. Next, simply taking
ϕmin(φ, |ω|) = min
pi
ϕmax(φ, |π(I)|, |ω|), (220)
which fulfills that ϕmin(φ, |ω|) > 1, we have that, for all ϕ inside the non-empty interval (1, ϕmin(φ, |ω|)), all the
exponents of PY (y) in (219) are positive. Since we have that lim|yk|→∞ PY (y) = 0 and the product and sum have
a finite number of factors and terms, respectively, we readily obtain the result of the lemma.
With this last lemma at hand we are ready to prove the following proposition, which is the main purpose of this
appendix.
Proposition H.4: Assume Y = X + Z is an n-dimensional random vector, where X is arbitrarily distributed
and Z is distributed following a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with covariance RZ. Then the following integral
identities hold ∫
∂2PY (y)
∂yk∂yl
∂2logPY (y)
∂yi∂yj
dy = −
∫
∂PY (y)
∂yl
∂3logPY (y)
∂yi∂yj∂yk
dy, (221)∫
∂PY (y)
∂yl
∂3logPY (y)
∂yi∂yj∂yk
dy = −
∫
PY (y)
∂4logPY (y)
∂yi∂yj∂yk∂yl
dy, (222)
Proof: The proof is based in integrating by parts the left hand side of (221)-(222) and showing that there is a
term that vanishes.
Integrating by parts the left hand side of (221) we obtain∫
∂2PY (y)
∂yk∂yl
∂2logPY (y)
∂yi∂yj
dy =
[
∂PY (y)
∂yl
∂2logPY (y)
∂yi∂yj
]yk=∞
yk=−∞
−
∫
∂PY (y)
∂yl
∂3logPY (y)
∂yi∂yj∂yk
dy. (223)
Casting Lemma H.1 with I = {l} to bound the first factor in the term inside the evaluation limits in last equation
yields ∣∣∣∣∂PY (y)∂yl ∂
2logPY (y)
∂yi∂yj
∣∣∣∣ ≤ κ(n, {l}, ϕ,RZ) ∣∣∣∣(PY (y))1/ϕ ∂2logPY (y)∂yi∂yj
∣∣∣∣ . (224)
According to Lemma H.3 with φ = 1/ϕ and ω = {{i, j}}, the right hand side of last equation vanishes in the limit
as |yk| → ∞, which implies the identity in (221).
Repeating the procedure for (222), the resulting term when integrating by parts is[
PY (y)
∂3logPY (y)
∂yi∂yj∂yk
]yl=∞
yl=−∞
, (225)
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which is easily shown that it vanishes applying Lemma H.3 with φ = 1 and ω = {{i, j, k}}.
A simple corollary results from Proposition H.4.
Corollary H.5: Using that ∂PY (y)∂yl = PY (y)
∂logPY (y)
∂yl
in the left hand side of (222), it readily follows that∫
PY (y)
∂logPY (y)
∂yl
∂3logPY (y)
∂yi∂yj∂yk
dy = −
∫
PY (y)
∂4logPY (y)
∂yi∂yj∂yk∂yl
dy, (226)
E
{
∂logPY (Y )
∂yl
∂3logPY (Y )
∂yi∂yj∂yk
}
= −E
{
∂4logPY (Y )
∂yi∂yj∂yk∂yl
}
, (227)
which is a higher-dimensional version of the regularity condition
E
{
∂logPY (Y )
∂yl
∂logPY (Y )
∂yk
}
= −E
{
∂2logPY (Y )
∂yk∂yl
}
, (228)
which is used for example in the derivation of the CRLB in [14].
I. Integral identities involving functions of E {S |y}.
Similarly as in the previous appendix, the integral identities presented in this section are derived through a lemma
which leads to the main proposition containing the identities.
Lemma I.1: Assume Y = GS + Z is an n-dimensional random vector, where G is a deterministic matrix, S
is an arbitrarily distributed random vector, and Z is distributed following a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with
covariance RZ. Consider a set of M functions fi(S), which have polynomial dependence on the elements of S.
Then, given ϕ > 1, there exists a finite positive constant κ not depending on y such that∣∣∣∣∣PY (y)
M∏
i=1
E {fi(S) |y}
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ κ(n, {fi}, ϕ,RZ)(PY (y))M−ϕ(M−1)ϕ , (229)
Proof: The proof follows by first noticing that
|E {fi(S) |y}| ≤ 1
PY (y)
∫
|fi(s)|PY |S(y|s)PS(s) ds =
1
PY (y)
∫
|fi(s)|PZ(y −Gs)PS(s) ds,
and then using Ho¨lder’s inequality with 1/ϕ+ 1/ψ = 1 in an analogous way as we have done in (210) we obtain∫
|fi(s)|PZ(y −Gs)PS(s) ds =
∫
(PS(s)PZ(y −Gs))1/ϕ
(
PS(s)PZ(y −Gs)|fi(s)|ψ
)1/ψ
ds
≤ (PY (y))1/ϕ
[∫
PS(s)PZ(y −Gs)|fi(s)|ψ ds
]1/ψ
, (230)
≤ ξ(n, fi, ϕ,RZ)(PY (y))1/ϕ, (231)
where last inequality follows from the fact that PZ(y−Gs)|fi(s)|ψ is bounded above by the constant ξ(n, i, ϕ,RZ)
not depending on y due to the fact that fi(s) is a polynomial on the entries of s.
Considering the product
∣∣∣PY (y)∏Mi=1 E {Si |Y }∣∣∣ the result of the lemma follows by noting that the new constant
becomes κ(n, {fi}, ϕ,RZ) =
∏M
i=1 ξ(n, fi, ϕ,RZ).
Proposition I.2: Assume Y = GS +Z is an n-dimensional random vector, where G is a deterministic matrix,
S is an arbitrarily distributed random vector, and Z is distributed following a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with
covariance RZ. Then, the following integral identities hold∫
∂PY (y)E {SiSl |y}
∂yk
E {Sj |y}dy = −
∫
PY (y)E {SiSl |y} ∂E {Sj |y}
∂yk
dy (232)
−
∫
∂PY (y)E {Sl |y}
∂yk
E {Si |y}E {Sj |y}dy =
∫
PY (y)E {Sl |y} ∂E {Si |y}E {Sj |y}
∂yk
dy
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Proof: Integrating by parts the left hand side of (232) we have∫
∂PY (y)E {SiSl |y}
∂yk
E {Sj |y}dy
= [PY (y)E {SiSl |y}E {Sj |y}]yk=∞yk=−∞ −
∫
PY (y)E {SiSl |y} ∂E {Sj |y}
∂yk
dy. (233)
Using Lemma I.1 with M = 2, f1(S) = SiSl, and f2(S) = Sk, we have that
|PY (y)E {SiSl |y}E {Sj |y}| ≤ κ(n, {fi}, ϕ,RZ)(PY (y))(2−ϕ)/ϕ. (234)
Now choosing 1 < ϕ < 2 it is easy to see that the first term in the right hand side of (233) vanishes as
limyk→∞ PY (y) = 0. Proceeding similarly with the second integral identity with M = 3, f1(S) = Sl, f1(S) = Si,
and f1(S) = Sj and choosing 1 < ϕ < 3/2 the result in the lemma follows.
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